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Abstract

High performance computing (HPC) is changing the way science is performed
in the 21st Century; experiments that once took enormous amounts of time,
were dangerous and often produced inaccurate results can now be performed
and refined in a fraction of the time in a simulation environment. Current generation supercomputers are running in excess of 1016 floating point operations
per second, and the push towards exascale will see this increase by two orders
of magnitude. To achieve this level of performance it is thought that applications may have to scale to potentially billions of simultaneous threads, pushing
hardware to its limits and severely impacting failure rates.
To reduce the cost of these failures, many applications use checkpointing
to periodically save their state to persistent storage, such that, in the event
of a failure, computation can be restarted without significant data loss. As
computational power has grown by approximately 2⇥ every 18

24 months,

persistent storage has lagged behind; checkpointing is fast becoming a bottleneck
to performance.
Several software and hardware solutions have been presented to solve the
current I/O problem being experienced in the HPC community and this thesis
examines some of these. Specifically, this thesis presents a tool designed for
analysing and optimising the I/O behaviour of scientific applications, as well as a
tool designed to allow the rapid analysis of one software solution to the problem
of parallel I/O, namely the parallel log-structured file system (PLFS). This
thesis ends with an analysis of a modern Lustre file system under contention from
multiple applications and multiple compute nodes running the same problem
through PLFS. The results and analysis presented outline a framework through
which application settings and procurement decisions can be made.
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CHAPTER

1

Introduction

Since the birth of the modern computer, in the early 20th Century, there has
been a dramatic shift in how science is performed; where previously countless
experiments were performed with varying results and levels of accuracy, now
simulations are performed ahead of time, reducing – and in some cases eliminating – the number of experiments that need to be performed. To handle the
burden of simulating and predicting the outcome of these experiments, computers have become evermore complex and powerful; the most powerful supercomputer at the time of writing can perform 33 quadrillion (33⇥1015 ) floating point
operations every second [87], and there is a hope that within the next decade
this will be increased to 1 quintillion (1018 ) operations per second [25, 40].
Achieving this level of performance relies on an enormous amount of parallelism – the world’s fastest supercomputer in November 2013, Tianhe-2, consists of 3,120,000 distinct processing elements operating in parallel [87]. The
sheer size of the problems being calculated on machines such as this means
that loading data from disk often becomes a burden at scale. Furthermore, the
number of components in use in these machines has a serious e↵ect on their
reliability, with most production supercomputers experiencing frequent node
failures [58, 116, 149]. To combat this, resilience mechanisms are required that
often involve writing large amounts of data to persistent storage, such that in the
event of a failure, the application can be restarted from a checkpoint, avoiding
the need to relaunch the computation from the very beginning.
Unfortunately, the persistent storage available on large parallel systems has
not kept pace with the development of microprocessors; checkpointing is becoming a bottleneck in many science applications when executed at extreme scale.
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Fiala et al. show that at 100,000 nodes, only 35% of runtime is spent performing
computation, with the remaining time spent checkpointing and recovering from
failures [46]. As the era of exascale computing approaches, this performance
gap is widening further still.

1.1

Motivation

The increasing divergence between compute and I/O performance is making
analysing and improving the state of current generation storage systems of utmost importance. Improvements to I/O systems will not only benefit currentday applications but will also help inform the direction that storage must take
if exascale computing is to become practically useful. This thesis demonstrates
methods for analysing the performance of I/O intensive applications and shows
that by making small changes to how parallel libraries are currently used performance can be improved; furthermore, with the correct combination of software
libraries and configuration options, performance can be increased by an order
of magnitude on present day systems.
This thesis also contains an investigation into one potential solution to poor
parallel file system performance. The parallel-log structured file system (PLFS)
is reported to be providing huge improvements in write performance [11,103] and
this thesis investigates these claims; specifically it is shown that while many of
the techniques used in PLFS may prove important on future systems, on many
current day systems, PLFS induces a performance penalty at scale.

1.2

Thesis Contributions

The research presented in this thesis makes the following contributions:
• The development and deployment of an I/O tracing library (RIOT) is described in detail. RIOT is a dynamically loadable library that intercepts
the function calls made by MPI-based applications and records them for
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later analysis. This is demonstrated using industry-standard benchmarks
to show how their performance di↵ers between three distinct supercomputers with a variety of I/O backplanes. RIOT allows application developers
to visualise how data is written to the file system and identify potential
opportunities for optimisation. In particular, through the analysis of an
HDF-5 based code, it is shown that by changing some of the low-level
configuration options in MPI-IO, a performance improvement of at least
2⇥ can be achieved;
• Using RIOT, the performance of PLFS is analysed on two commodity clusters. The analysis presented in this thesis not only explains why PLFS
produces large speed-ups for general users on large file systems but also
suggests that there exists a tipping point where PLFS may harm parallel
I/O performance beyond a certain number of cores. The burden of installing and using PLFS is also addressed in this thesis, where a simpler,
more convenient method of using PLFS is developed. This pre-loadable
library, known as LDPLFS, allows application developers and end users
to assess the applicability of PLFS to their codes before investing further
time and e↵ort into using PLFS natively;
• Building upon previous work [10, 76, 148], the performance of the Lustreoptimised MPI-IO driver is analysed. On the systems operated by the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), used throughout this
thesis, a Lustre-optimised driver (ad lustre) is not available by default,
and this is also true of other studies, whereby a potential optimisation is
compared against a Lustre file system using the unoptimised UNIX file
system MPI-IO driver (ad ufs) [11]. In this thesis, a customised MPI
library is built in order to measure the impact of the specialised driver –
demonstrating a potential 49⇥ boost in performance. This thesis extends
previous works, demonstrating that although the optimal performance is
found by using the maximum amount of parallelism available, this may
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not be optimal for a system with many I/O intensive applications competing for a shared resource. A number of metrics are presented to aid
procurement decisions and explain potential performance deficiencies that
may occur;
• The metrics presented to explain the e↵ect of job contention on parallel
file systems are adapted and used to explain the performance defects in
PLFS at scale, demonstrating that at 4,096 cores each storage target is
being contented by 17 tasks in the average case, with some targets experiencing as many as 35 collisions. The equations presented in this thesis
will allow scientists to make decisions about whether PLFS will benefit a
given application if the scale at which it will be run and the number of file
system targets available is known beforehand. At large scale, Lustre with
an optimal set of configuration options outperforms PLFS by 5.5⇥, and
induces much less contention on the whole file system, thus benefitting
the shared file system as a whole.

1.3

Thesis Overview

The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 contains an overview of current work in the field of high performance
computing. Specifically, it describes work related to improving I/O and file
system performance, with a focus on the methods that can be used to increase
the performance of data intensive applications. This chapter also contains a
literature review of current work in the fields of performance benchmarking,
system profiling and performance modelling, both analytical and simulationbased.
Chapter 3 presents a brief explanation of the hardware and software environments used in this thesis. The chapter begins with a brief introduction to how
spinning-disk-based file systems function, from the operation of the single disks
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themselves, up to the distributed file systems that bring all the components together. Chapter 3 concludes with an overview of the applications and systems
used throughout this thesis.
Chapter 4 describes the development and use of RIOT, an I/O tracing toolkit
designed to analyse the usage patterns in parallel MPI-based applications. The
overheads associated with using RIOT are studied, showing that the performance impact is negligible, motivating its use in this thesis. RIOT is used to
assess the performance of both IBM’s General Parallel File System (GPFS) and
the Lustre file system which are commonplace on leading contemporary supercomputers. GPFS on an IBM BlueGene/P is shown to significantly outperform
GPFS and Lustre on commodity clusters due to the use of an optimised MPIIO driver, specialised aggregator nodes and a tiered storage architecture. The
performance of applications dependent on the HDF-5 data formatting library is
shown to be suboptimal on two of the clusters used throughout this thesis and,
through analysis with RIOT, its performance is improved using a more optimal
set of MPI hints.
Chapter 5 contains an analysis of PLFS, a virtual file system developed at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), showing that at mid-scale PLFS
achieves a significant performance improvement over the system’s “stock” MPI
library.

The reasons for this performance improvement are analysed using

RIOT, showing that the use of multiple file streams increases the parallelism
available to applications. Due to the burden of installing PLFS on shared resources, a rapid deployment option is developed called LDPLFS – a preloadable
library that can be used not only with MPI-based applications but also with the
standard UNIX tools, where the PLFS FUSE mount is not available. LDPLFS
is deployed on two supercomputers, showing that its performance matches that
of PLFS through the MPI-IO driver.
Chapter 6 analyses previous works in improving performance on Lustre file systems [9, 10, 76, 148] and expands upon them, showing that although the optimal
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configuration produces a 49⇥ performance increase in isolation, the performance
increase is nearer 10 12⇥ on a system shared with multiple I/O intensive application. Further, it is shown that using fewer resources has a negligible impact on
performance, while freeing up a significant amount of resources. In Chapter 5,
performance degradation was observed in PLFS at scale; this chapter analyses
why this slowdown occurs. Finally, this chapter presents a number of metrics
for assessing the impact of job contention on parallel file systems, and the use
of PLFS. These equations could be used to inform purchasing and configuration
decisions.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, and discusses the implications of this research
on future I/O systems. The limitations of the research contained therein are
discussed and directions for ongoing and future work are presented.
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CHAPTER

2

Performance Analysis and Engineering

Improving computational performance has been a long standing goal of many
scientists and mathematicians for thousands of years, even before the advent
of the modern computer. Devising more efficient algorithms to solve computational problems can reduce the time taken to reach a solution by many orders
of magnitude, meaning calculations relating to natural phenomena can be performed in seconds rather than weeks or months.
The earliest known examples of algorithm optimisation come from Babylonian mathematics [72]. Tablets dating back to around 3000 B.C.E. show that
the Babylonians had algorithms that today read very much like early computer
programs. These algorithms allowed the Babylonians to efficiently and accurately calculate the results of divisions and square roots, amongst other things.
A more modern example of algorithm optimisation was used during the
Manhattan Project at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). Richard
Feynman devised a method for distributing the calculations for the energy released by di↵erent designs of the implosion bomb [64]. Through Feynman’s use
of pipelining, his team of human computers were able to produce the results
to 9 calculations in only 3 months, where 3 calculations had previously taken 9
months to produce – representing a 9⇥ speed-up. Distributed computation in
this manner is one form of what is now commonly called parallel computation.
This chapter summarises: (i) some of the basic concepts and terminology
used in parallel computation and high performance computing literature; (ii)
some of the principles used to analyse, reason about, and predict computing
performance; and finally, (iii) recent advances in performance engineering, with
a particular focus on I/O and parallel storage systems.
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2.1

Parallel Computation

The first general-purpose computer was the Electronic Numerical Integrator and
Computer (ENIAC), built in 1939. The machine was capable of performing between 300 and 500 floating point operations per second (FLOP/s). Due to the
prevalence and importance of floating point operations in modern day science
applications, the FLOP rate is the standard way in which modern supercomputer performance is assessed.
The era of the modern supercomputer began in the 1960s with the release of
the CDC 6600. Designed by Seymour Cray for the Control Data Corporation
(CDC), the CDC 6600 was the first mainframe computer to separate many of the
components, typically found in CPUs of the era, into separate processing units.
This resulted in the CPU being able to use a reduced instruction set, simplifying
its design, and also allowing operations usually performed by the CPU (such
as memory accesses and I/O) to instead be handled by dedicated peripheral
processors in parallel. Consequently, the CDC 6600 was approximately three
times faster than its predecessor, the IBM 7030, and the machine held the record
for the world’s fastest computer from 1964 to 1969, performing approximately
1 million floating point operations per second (1 MFLOP/s).
In the 50 years since the CDC 6600, supercomputers have become increasingly more complex. The use of advanced features such as instruction pipelining,
branch prediction and SIMD (single-instruction, multiple-data) instruction sets,
has led to modern CPUs achieving up to 10 GFLOP/s of computational power
per core. A typical CPU now consists of multiple cores (as many as 16 cores
on some AMD Opteron CPUs, and many more on some GPUs and specialised
processors) and a single CPU can provide as much as four orders of magnitude
more performance than the CDC 6600’s processor.
As a result of the ever-increasing power of supercomputers, a broad range of
applications are now executed on them. Some algorithms are inherently serial,
and thus the increase in single core performance has benefitted them. The grow-
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Figure 2.1: An example of the parallelisation of a simple particle simulation
between four processors.
ing size of today’s supercomputers also means that many more of these types
of application can be executed simultaneously. The increasing core density in
modern CPUs is benefitting application that use shared-memory, such as those
written using OpenMPI directives [31]. However, this thesis focuses largely on
applications using the data-parallel paradigm, where an application divides its
data across many processors, all working towards a common goal. These applications may use a partitioned global address space (PGAS) model, where the
memory is logically partitioned and shared between cooperating processes, or
use a message passing model, where messages are explicitly exchanged between
cooperating processes.
This thesis focuses on applications using message passing, as they (i) represent a large proportion of the work performed on modern day supercomputers;
(ii) make the most use of parallel file systems; and (iii) will benefit most from
any optimisations to parallel I/O.
Figure 2.1 represents the division of a particle simulation across four processors. Typically a problem space is divided evenly between cooperating processors, the local problems are solved, and then a communication phase takes
place to exchange border information. The computation of the next time step
can then commence. After a defined number of time steps, the problem space
can be recombined and the result stored.
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Because of the significant decrease in runtime when applications are parallelised in this way, supercomputers are now used to investigate a wide variety
of problems in both academia and industry. High performance computing is
used across a wide variety of domains such as cancer research, weapons design
and automotive aerodynamics, as well as investigating astrophysical phenomena
such as star formation.

2.2

I/O in Parallel Computing

As supercomputers have grown in compute power, so too have they grown in
complexity, size and component count. With the push towards exascale computing (estimated by 2022 at the time of writing [33]), the explosion in machine
size will result in an increase in component failures. To calculate the speed
of the Sequoia supercomputer, the computational benchmark (LINPACK [81])
required multiple execution attempts due to the difficulty of keeping every compute node running for the required 23 hour computation, and this problem is
expected to get worse at exascale.
To combat reliability issues, long running scientific simulations now use
checkpointing to reduce the impact of a node failure. Periodically, during a
time consuming calculation, the system’s state is written out to persistent storage so that in the event of a crash, the application can be restarted and computation can be resumed with a minimal loss of data. Furthermore, frequent
checkpointing facilitates another important scientific endeavour – visualisation.
With a stored state recorded at set points in computation, scientists can load
these checkpoints into a visualisation tool and observe the state of a simulation
at various time steps.

2.2.1

Issues in Parallel I/O

Writing checkpoints or visualisation data from a serial application may be relatively trivial but for a parallel application, coordinating the writing or reading
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Figure 2.2: The three basic approaches to I/O in parallel applications.
process can be difficult. This has resulted in a number of solutions with various
advantages and disadvantages. Figure 2.2 shows three approaches to outputting
data in parallel, where (a) all ranks write their own data file; (b) all ranks send
their data to one “writer” process; and finally, (c) all ranks write their data to
the same file in parallel1 .
While the fastest performance is usually achieved using the approach shown
in Figure 2.2(a), this is also the most difficult to manage. If the application
is always executed in the same fashion (using exactly the same number of processes) this is the most efficient approach. However, should the problem be run
on a di↵ering number of cores (e.g. initially executed on N cores, writing N
files, before reloading data from N files, but on M cores), reloading the data
becomes computationally expensive and complicated as each process must read
sections from multiple di↵erent files.
Figure 2.2(b) shows the case where the root process becomes a dedicated
writer, writing all of the data to a single file, and redistributing the data in the
event of a problem reload. This is the easiest writing fashion to manage but is
also the slowest. While the computation is taking advantage of the increased
parallelism, the I/O becomes a serialisation point.
The approach taken by most simulation applications is demonstrated in
Figure 2.2(c). This approach strikes a good balance between speed and man1 Figure 2.2(c) represents a simplified case where each rank is only writing out values from
a single shared array. More complicated write patterns (such as data striding) are commonplace.
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ageability. This is also the approach most parallel file systems are designed for,
and many communication libraries provide convenient APIs for handling data
in this manner.

2.2.2

Parallel File Systems

A hard disk drive (HDD) is essentially a serial device; one piece of data can
be sent over the connector at any given time. The inner workings of a single
HDD and how this has been improved over time will be discussed in Chapter 3,
but when multiple parallel threads or simultaneously running applications are
using a single storage system, the total performance of the disk will decrease
due to the overhead associated with resource contention. On large parallel
supercomputers, not only is a single HDD not nearly large enough to handle the
required data workloads, but the performance would also decrease to the point
of the HDD being practically unusable. To produce a greater quality of service
(QoS) across a shared platform, large I/O installations are necessary, using
thousands of disks connected in parallel using technologies such as Redundant
Array of Independent Disks (RAID) [97] and distributed file systems (DFS).
Distributed File Systems
The I/O backplane of high-performance clusters is generally provided by a DFS.
The two most widely used file systems today are IBM’s General Parallel File
System (GPFS) [115] and the Lustre file system [117], both of which will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.
Most DFSs in use today provide parallelism by o↵ering simultaneous access
to a large number of file servers within a common namespace – files are divided
into blocks and distributed across multiple storage backends. An application
running in parallel may then access di↵erent parts of a given file without the
interactions colliding with each other, as each block may be stored on a di↵erent
server.
However, the use of a common namespace complicates DFSs – in the Lus12
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tre file system, a dedicated server is used to maintain the directory tree and
properties of each file, while in GPFS the metadata is distributed across the file
servers, complicating some operations but potentially providing higher performance metadata queries.
One precursor to both Lustre and GPFS was the Parallel Virtual File System
(PVFS) developed primarily at the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) [22].
PVFS used the same object-based design [85] that is now common in almost all
DFSs and, like Lustre, used a single metadata server to manage the directory
tree. However, over time PVFS (and its successor PVFS2) has adopted distributed metadata to decrease the burden on a single sever. Likewise, the Ceph
file system strikes a balance between Lustre and GPFS by distributing metadata
across multiple servers. In Ceph, directory subtrees are mapped to particular
servers using a hashing function, though larger directories are mapped across
many servers to provide higher performance metadata operations [137].
Hedges et al. suggest that GPFS outperforms Lustre for almost all tasks,
except some metadata tasks, where Lustre uses caching to improve performance
while GPFS performs a disk flush and read [63]. Furthermore, Logan et al.
suggest smaller stripe sizes on a Lustre system lead to better performance [79].
The findings in this thesis and other literature demonstrates that much of the
di↵erences in performance can be explained by di↵ering hardware and software
configurations [9, 10, 142]. This thesis also suggests that larger stripe sizes may
be beneficial on some Lustre file systems at scale.
Although most DFSs provide a POSIX-compliant interface (allowing standard UNIX tools like cp, ls, etc. to be used), the best performance is often
achieved using their own APIs.
Virtual File Systems
In addition to DFSs, a variety of virtual file systems have been developed to
improve performance. One approach shown to produce large increases in write
bandwidth is the use of so called log-structured file systems [104]. When per-
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forming write operations, the data is written sequentially to persistent storage
regardless of intended file o↵sets. Writing in this manner reduces the number
of expensive seek operations required on I/O systems backed by spinning disks.
In order to maintain file coherence, an index is built alongside the data so that
it can be reordered when being read. In most cases this o↵ers a large increase
in write performance, which benefits checkpointing, but does so at the expense
of poor read performance.
In the Zest implementation of a log-structured file system, the data is written
in this manner (via the fastest available path) to a temporary staging area that
has no read-back capability [94]. This serves as a transition layer, caching data
that is later copied to a fully featured file system at a non-critical time.
As well as writing sequentially to the disk, file partitioning has also been
shown to produce significant I/O improvements. Wang et al. use an I/O profiling
tool to guide the transparent partitioning of files written and read by a set of
benchmarks [135, 136]. Through segmenting the output into several files spread
across multiple disks, the number of available file streams is increased, reducing
file contention on the storage backplane. Furthermore, file locking incurs a much
smaller overhead as each process has access to its own unique file.
The parallel log-structured file system (PLFS) from LANL combines file
partitioning and a log-structure to improve I/O bandwidth [11]. In an approach
that is transparent to an application, a file access from N processes to 1 file is
transformed into an access of N processes to N files. The authors demonstrate
speed-ups of between 10⇥ and 100⇥ for write performance. Due to the increased
number of file streams, they also report an increased read bandwidth when the
data is read back on the same number of nodes used to write the file [103].
With PLFS representing a single file as a directory of files, where each MPI
rank creates 2 files (an index file and a data file), there can be an enormous load
created on the underlying file system’s metadata server. Jun He et al. demonstrate this, suggesting methods for reducing this burden and thus accelerating
the performance of PLFS further [62].
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While log-structured file systems usually produce a decrease in read performance, the use of file partitioning in PLFS improves read performance to
a much greater extent on large I/O systems [103]. PLFS is described in more
depth in Chapter 3 and its performance is analysed in Chapter 5.

2.2.3

Parallel I/O Middleware

Writing data in parallel can be a complicated process for programmers; ensuring the output doesn’t su↵er from race conditions may require explicit o↵set
calculations or file locking semantics. To simplify this process, there are a range
of parallel libraries that abstract this complex behaviour away from the application.
Just as the Message Passing Interface (MPI) has become the de facto standard library used to abstract data communication from parallel applications, so
too has MPI-IO become the preferred method for abstracting parallel I/O [86].
The ROMIO implementation [127] – used by OpenMPI [49], MPICH2 [56] and
various other vendor-based MPI solutions [2, 15] – o↵ers a series of potential
optimisations, closing the performance gap between N -to-N and N -to-1 file
operations.
Within MPI-IO itself there are two features applicable to improving the performance of all parallel file systems. Firstly, collective bu↵ering (demonstrated
in Figure 2.3) has been shown to yield a significant speed-up, initially on applications writing relatively small amounts of data [92, 126] and more recently on
densely packed nodes [142]. These improvements come in the first instance due
to larger “bu↵ered” writes that make better use of the available bandwidth and
in the second instance due to the aggregation of data to fewer ranks per node,
reducing on-node file system contention.
Secondly, data-sieving has been shown to be extremely beneficial when using
file views to manage interleaved writes within MPI-IO [126]. In order to achieve
better utilisation of the file system, a large block of data is read into memory
before small changes are made at specific o↵sets. The data is then written
15
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File System
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(a) Collective Bu↵ering O↵

(b) Collective Bu↵ering On

Figure 2.3: An example of two nodes (four ranks per node) writing to a file
system with collective bu↵ering o↵ and on.
back to the disk in a single block. This decreases the number of seek and write
operations that need to be performed at the expense of locking a larger portion
of the file and therefore may benefit sparse writes, where small portions of data
may need to be updated [26].
The MPI-IO specification outlines ADIO, an abstract interface for providing custom file system drivers to improve the performance of parallel file systems [125]. On the IBM BlueGene/L (and subsequent generations), a custom
driver is provided for GPFS (ad bgl) [2]. As these drivers are aware of the file
system’s APIs, they do not rely on unoptimised POSIX-compliant alternatives.
As is demonstrated later in this thesis, performance can be boosted significantly
through using file system specific drivers.
For the Lustre file system, the ad lustre driver is provided in the standard
ROMIO distribution [35, 36]. Using the driver allows an application developer
to specify additional options to customise the file layout at runtime, potentially
increasing the parallelism available [9, 10, 100, 101].
In addition to drivers within the MPI-IO framework tthere are middleware
layers that exist between the applications and parallel communication libraries
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designed to standardise the I/O in scientific applications. NetCDF [106] and
Parallel NetCDF [75] exist for this purpose, with Parallel NetCDF making use
of the MPI-IO library to provide parallel and improved performance.
More commonly, the hierarchical data format (HDF-5) is used to write data
to disk for checkpointing or analysis purposes [73]. The library can be compiled
and can operate with the MPI library to allow parallel access to a common data
file; in this way the library can make use of optimisations in MPI to increase
performance [66, 146]. Additionally, PLFS has been demonstrated to improve
the performance of HDF-5 based applications by Mehta et al., dividing a single
HDF-5 output file into a data layout that is more optimal for the underlying
file system [84].
In this thesis, two applications that make use of HDF-5 are analysed, demonstrating the shortcomings that may exist in the library’s default configuration,
while presenting opportunities for optimising performance.

2.3

Performance Engineering Methodologies

In high performance computing parlance, performance engineering is the collection of processes by which an application’s or computing system’s performance
is measured, predicted and optimised. With supercomputers typically costing
anywhere between £1.4 million (approximate cost of Minerva, the University of
Warwick operated supercomputer used throughout this thesis) and £750 million (approximate cost of K-computer, the 10 PFLOP/s supercomputer installed
at the RIKEN Advanced Institute for Computation Science in Kobe, Japan),
understanding the potential performance and utility of these machines ahead
of procurement is becoming significantly more important [60]. In addition to
making sense of the performance of a parallel machine, it is also important to
understand the performance of the applications that are expected to run on
these systems.
Further to system procurement, performance engineers also require tools to
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assess the current performance of their applications in order to understand why
they perform as they do. With this data, optimisations can be made, alongside
predictions about how hardware or software changes may a↵ect the performance
of their applications [32, 98].

2.3.1

Benchmarking

The most common way to assess a new computing architecture or parallel file
system is through the use of benchmarking. There exist multiple benchmarks
specifically designed for the assessment of supercomputers and many of these
benchmark suites form the basis of various performance rankings [6, 28, 39, 81].
For example, the LINPACK benchmark is a linear solver code that produces
a performance number (in FLOP/s) that is used to rank the most commonly
cited list of the fastest supercomputers, namely the TOP500 list [87].
For the purpose of procurement, running LINPACK on a small test machine and extrapolating the performance forward can produce an approximation of the parallel performance of a much larger, similarly architected machine
(since LINPACK scales almost linearly [39]). Additionally, benchmarks such as
STREAM [83] and SKaMPI [68] exist to assess the performance of memory and
communication subsystems.
The aforementioned benchmarks all target particular facets of parallel machines that are particularly important to performing computation. For datadriven workloads, there are a number of benchmarks specifically designed to
assess the performance of the parallel file systems attached to these systems.
Notable tools in this area include the IOR [121] and IOBench [139] parallel
benchmarking applications. While these tools provide a good indication of potential performance, much like LINPACK, they are rarely indicative of the true
behaviour of production codes. For this reason, a number of mini-application
benchmarks have been created that extract file read/write behaviour from larger
codes to ensure a more accurate representation of an application’s I/O operations. Examples include the Block Tridiagonal (BT) solver application from the
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NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) Suite [7, 8] and the FLASH-IO [47, 109, 155]
benchmark from the University of Chicago – both of which are employed later
in this thesis.

2.3.2

System Monitoring and Profiling

While benchmarks may provide a measure of file system performance, their use
in diagnosing problem areas or identifying optimisation opportunities within
large codes is limited. For this activity, monitoring or profiling tools are required
to either sample the system’s state or record the system calls of parallel codes
in real-time.
The gprof tool is often used in code optimisation to identify particular functions that consume a large about of an application’s runtime [55]. For parallel
applications this task is complicated, as the program is spread across a wide
number of processes; a parallel profiler is therefore required for these applications. For Intel architectures, the VTune application can inform an engineer how
the CPU is being used, how the cache is being used and much more [69]. Oracle
Solaris Studio (formally, Sun Studio) consists of high performance compilers in
addition to a collection of performance analysis tools [27].
For parallel applications, there are a range of tools specifically designed to
monitor and record data relating to inter-process communications. Notable tools
in this area include the Integrated Performance Monitoring (IPM) suite [48]
from the Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory (LBNL), Vampir [90] from
TU Dresden, Scalasca [50] from the Jülich Supercomputing Centre, Tau [122]
from the University of Oregon and the MPI profiling interface (PMPI) [38].
Each of these profiling tools record interactions with the MPI library, and thus
produce large amounts data useful for identifying communication patterns and
performance bottlenecks in parallel applications. Further, both Scalasca and
Tau can generate additional data relating to performance using function callstack traversal and hardware performance counters.
For monitoring I/O performance the tools iotop and iostat both monitor
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a single workstation and record a wide range of statistics ranging from the I/O
busy time to the CPU utilisation [74]. iotop is able to provide statistics relevant to a particular application, but this data is not specific to a particular
file system mount point. iostat can provide more detail that can be targeted
to a particular file system, but does not provide application-specific information. These two tools are targeted at single workstations, but there are many
distributed alternatives, including Collectl [118] and Ganglia [82].
Collectl and Ganglia both operate using a daemon process running on each
compute node and therefore require some administrative privileges to install
and operate correctly. Data about the system’s state is sampled and stored in
a database; the frequency of sampling therefore dictates the overhead incurred
on each node. The I/O statistics generated by the tools focus only on low-level
POSIX system calls and the load on the I/O backend and therefore the data will
include system calls made by other running services and applications. For more
specific information regarding the I/O performance of parallel science codes
many large multi-science HPC laboratories (e.g. ANL, LBNL) have developed
alternative tools.
Using function interpositioning, where a library is transparently inserted into
the library stack to overload common functions, tools such as Darshan [21] and
IPM [48] intercept the POSIX and MPI file operations. Darshan has been designed to record file accesses over a prolonged period of time, ensuring that each
interaction with the file system is captured during the course of a mixed workload. The aim of the Darshan project is to monitor I/O activity for a substantial
amount of time on a production BG/P machine in order to guide developers and
administrators in tuning the I/O backplanes used by large machines [21].
Similarly, IPM uses an interposition layer to catch all calls between the application and the file system [48]. This trace data is then analysed in order to
highlight any performance deficiencies that exist in the application or middleware. Based on this analysis, the authors are able to optimise two applications,
achieving a 4⇥ improvement in I/O performance.
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ScalaTrace [93] and its I/O-based equivalent ScalaIOTrace [134] have similarly been used to record and analyse the communication and I/O behaviours
of science codes. Using the MPI traces collected by ScalaTrace, the authors
have demonstrated the ability to auto-generate skeleton applications in order to
obfuscate potentially sensitive code for the purpose of benchmarking di↵ering
communication strategies and interconnects [34]. Their success in producing
applications representative of the communication behaviours of science codes
suggests that a similar methodology could be used for building I/O benchmarks.

2.3.3

Analytical Modelling

Performance modelling and simulation have been previously used to predict the
compute performance of various science codes at varying scales on hypothetical
supercomputers. Analytical models (predominantly based on the LogP [30] and
LogGP [3] models) have been heavily used to analyse the scaling behaviour of
hydrodynamic [32] and wavefront codes [60, 89], as well as many other classes
of applications [13, 16, 51, 71].
Modelling the performance of a single-disk file system may be simple for
certain configurations, where all writes are of a fixed size, large enough such
that caching e↵ects do not skew performance. More complex configurations or
usage patterns complicate matters, with issues such as head switches and head
seeks changing the performance characteristics.
Ruemmler and Wilkes present an analytical model for head seeks, in which
small seeks are handled di↵erently to larger seeks (where the head has the opportunity to reach its maximum speed and therefore coast for a period) [111].
Further, they demonstrate a simulator using analytical models for various aspects of a physical hard disk drive, but use some simulation-based modelling
to produce a complete disk model [111]. Shriver et al. produce a complete analytical behaviour model for a hard disk drive, taking into account a simple
readahead cache as well as request reordering [123]. Probabilistic functions are
used throughout to model cache hits and misses. The culmination of the work is
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a model that is within 5% of the observed data for some workload traces, but decreases in accuracy for large multi-user systems with many parallel applications
reading from and writing to the file system.
Work has also been conducted into building an analytical model of a parallel
file system. Zhao et al. present a performance model for the Lustre file system,
demonstrating an average model error of between 17% and 28%, thus illustrating
the difficulty of modelling complex parallel I/O systems with a large number of
components [152].
While analytical models can produce near instant answers to some performance modelling problems, when faced with heavy machine or file system
contention, analytical models fail to produce accurate answers [98]; for these
problems, simulation is often required.

2.3.4

Simulation-based Modelling

Two simulation platforms have been developed recently at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) and the University of Warwick. The Structural Simulation
Toolkit (SST), from SNL, provides a framework for both macro-level and microlevel simulation of parallel science applications, simulating codes at an abstract
level (predicting MPI behaviours and approximate function timings), as well
as at a micro-instruction level [107]. Similarly, the Warwick Performance Prediction (WARPP) toolkit simulates parallel science codes at macro-level, and
includes simulation parameters to introduce network contention (through the
use of a Gaussian distribution of background network load) [59, 61].
While WARPP only attempts to simulate computation and communication
behaviour, SST can also predict I/O performance using an optional plugin to
simulate a single hard disk (using DiskSim [14]). However, the module is not
included by default and is currently not capable of simulating an entire parallel
file system. Simulation of an HDD using DiskSim relies on the target disk being
benchmarked using the DIXtrac application, which determines the values for
“over 100 performance-critical parameters” [113, 114], including the disk’s data
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layout, its seek profile and various disk cache timing parameters; however, much
of this feature extraction relies on features of the SCSI interface that are not
applicable to modern HDDs. For newer disks, with more complex data layouts,
geometry extraction relies on some benchmarking and guesswork.
Specifically, Gim et al. use an angular prediction algorithm, along with a host
of other metrics to determine many of these parameters [52,54]. From their data,
they can predict the data layout of the disk. Where DIXtrac currently takes up
to 24 hours to fully characterise a disk, Gim et al. demonstrate similar accuracy
(on newer disks) within an hour [54].
Additional work into disk simulation has been done by both IBM and HewlettPackard (HP) Laboratories. Hsu et al. use a trace driven simulation to analyse
the performance gains of various I/O optimisations and disk improvements [67].
They assess the benefits of read caching, prefetching and write bu↵ering, demonstrating their benefits to improving I/O performance. Likewise, Ruemmler and
Wilkes assess the impact of disk caching using a simulation, demonstrating a
large error in predictions for small operations when the cache is not modelled,
highlighting the importance of disk cache modelling [111].
Early disk caches (typically less than 2 MB in size) would partition their
available storage into equally sized blocks to allow multiple simultaneous read
operations to use the cache. Modern hard disks do not have this same restriction, instead partitioning the cache according to some heuristic. Suh et al.
demonstrate, using a simulator, that the disk’s cache hit-ratio can be improved
by using an online algorithm to dynamically partition the cache [124]. Similarly,
Zhu et al. demonstrate the benefit of both read and write caching on sequential
workloads, but conclude that there is very little benefit when there are more
concurrent workloads than cache segments [154].
Thekkath et al. develop a “sca↵old” interface in order to allow them to
use a real file system module to simulate performance [129]. Their sca↵olding
simulator mimics many of the operations that would otherwise be performed by
the kernel in order to bypass writing to physical media, instead directing data
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towards a disk model.
Simulating parallel file systems is much more difficult, instead requiring the
simulation of both a shared metadata target, as well as multiple data targets.
Molina-Estolano et al. have developed IMPIOUS [88], a trace-driven parallel file
system simulator that attempts to mimic a storage system using PanFS [91].
Although their absolute results are out by an order of magnitude, the trend-line
of their results is similar to the true performance.
The CODES storage system simulator has been developed by Liu et al. to
predict the performance of a large PVFS2 installation at ANL [77]. They use
their model to predict the benefit of burst-bu↵er solid state drives (SSD) within
their installation, concluding that performance may be greatly improved if burst
bu↵er disks were deployed more widely [78].
Finally, Carns et al. use a simulator of PVFS2 in order to demonstrate
the inefficiencies in server-to-server communication, used to maintain file consistency [23]. They modify the algorithms used by PVFS2 and demonstrate
speed-ups in file creation, file removal and file stat operations.

2.4

Summary

Parallel computers are forever changing, and achieving optimal performance
is becoming increasingly difficult as the technology evolves. From its humble
beginnings in the laboratories at LANL – using human computers to distribute
complex equations – to the current generation billion dollar parallel behemoths,
supercomputing has changed how science is performed. In this chapter a survey
of current research in HPC has been presented.
Of particular interest, the work performed by Carns et al. [21] and Furlinger
et al. [48] inspires much of the work in Chapter 4. Both Darshan and IPM
perform similar tasks to the tool described in this thesis, however much less
focus is put on associating the MPI library function calls with the underlying
POSIX operations that commit data to the file system.
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The work of Bent et al. [11] in developing PLFS demonstrates the current
divergence between how applications perform I/O and how file systems expect
I/O to be performed. In Chapter 5, the performance gains reported in the
PLFS literature [11,62,84,103] are investigated, demonstrating that there is still
progress to be made in achieving the best performance on current-generation
parallel file systems.
Finally this thesis analyses the work of Behzad et al. [10], Lind [76] and
You et al. [148] to show that current generation file systems are often better
than reported, though this thesis demonstrates that performance often su↵ers
under contention. The work in this thesis also ties the issues associated with
file system contention back to PLFS, demonstrating that PLFS has a similar
e↵ect to contended jobs when applications are run at large scale.
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3

Hardware and Software Overview

Throughout the work contained in this thesis many di↵erent hardware and software systems have been used. This chapter provides a basic overview of how
each device works and how various parallel files systems are structured. Finally, the systems and applications used for the experiments in this thesis are
summarised.

3.1

Hard Disk Drive

While solid state drives (SSD) are decreasing in cost and improving in performance, mechanical disk drives still dominate on large HPC installations. The
adoption of SSD drives is beginning to pick up pace, with the drives already
being used in tiered storage systems as burst-bu↵ers (storing recently accessed
data and writing to mechanical drives at a later time) [78]. However, in order
to understand the performance of current generation parallel storage systems,
the e↵ects of mechanical disks must be considered in order to understand the
performance of I/O in a multi-user system.

3.1.1

Disk Drive Mechanics

Figure 3.1 shows the basic internal layout of a standard spinning disk. Data
is stored on the platters by magnetising a thin film of ferromagnetic material;
depending on the magnetic polarity, a particular space on the disk may represent
either a 1 or a 0. The disk platters (which may be stacked) can hold data on both
sides and the platter assembly rotates at a constant speed. Disks used in laptops
and desktop computers typically spin at either 5,400 or 7,200 revolutions per
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Figure 3.1: Basic internal structure of a hard disk drivea .
a Image

includes resources from: http://openclipart.org/detail/28678

minute (RPM); server systems usually make use of disks that run at 7,200 RPM,
10,000 RPM or even 15,000 RPM.
Data is arranged on the disk platters in concentric circles and the “first”
track on a platter is always the outermost. In order to read/write data from/to
the tracks, the read/write head is moved over a particular track by the actuator
mechanism. The disk controller then enables one of the read/write heads at a
time in order to read/write data from/to a specific location.

3.1.2

Data Layout

The data on hard disk drives (HDD) was originally addressed using a method
known as cylinder-head-sector (CHS). First the actuator would move the read/write head to the correct cylinder (where a cylinder is the set of tracks on
each platter that are equidistant from the spindle), the correct read/write head
would be activated and when the particular sector (where a sector is a 512-bit
block of data) required was under the read/write head, data would be accessed.
However, using a disk in this way wasted a lot of the potential area of the disk
platters, as the data density decreases as data is stored further away from the
spindle. In addition to this, because of the CHS addressing standard, disks
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(a) No Zoning

(b) Zoned

Figure 3.2: Data layout on a disk with no zoning and three zones of increasing
density.
were constrained to 65,536 cylinders, 16 heads and 63 sectors per track; giving
a total of approximately 4 GB of maximum storage capacity (the limit on older
hardware where only 1,024 cylinders are allowed may be as low as 63 MB).
To overcome these limits, modern disk systems now use logical block addressing (LBA), though CHS addressing systems are still present in most BIOS
systems for legacy support. In LBA systems, the disk controller takes an address and converts this to a physical address transparently to the user. Because
of this, disks can use much more complex data layout schemes.
As the outermost track of a platter is much longer than the innermost track,
it can store much more data (though storing data at the same density complicates the read/write heads behaviour and the disk controller). To simplify
things, modern disks strike a balance between the complexity of storing all data
at the same density and the simplicity of storing all data at the same data
rate; the disk is partitioned into multiple zones where each zone has a di↵erent
data rate. Modern disks typically use between 10 and 30 zones and the complexity of zoned-bit recording (ZBR) is handled by the disk drive’s internal disk
controller [150].
Figure 3.2 illustrates how data may be laid out (a) with a constant data rate,
and (b) with three zones. Since the spindle speed of modern disks is constant,
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(b) Surface Serpentine
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Figure 3.3: Four examples of serpentine sector mapping.
towards the outer edge of a platter more physical space passes under the read
head; thus, more data can be stored and read/written in a single rotation of
the disk. In Figure 3.2(b), the white zone stores data at double the data rate
of the blue zone, which itself has twice the data rate of the yellow zone. As
the data rate increases, the available bandwidth to and from the disk increases,
thus ZBR not only increases the available capacity, it additionally provides
increased performance on the outer tracks. Due to manufacturing processes,
translating an LBA address to a physical address is complicated further by the
use of di↵ering zone data rates used by each platter; the data rate of a given
zone on one surface may not be the same as the corresponding zone on any
other surface.
In addition to the use of ZBR to increase the performance of a disk, modern
disks use a serpentine pattern for data layout [53, 110, 150]. With modern advances in engineering, it may be more efficient in HDDs to switch to the next
track on a disk than to switch head and start reading from another platter (this
is due to a head switch requiring an adjustment to the head as well as some
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“settling” time). For this reason, a serpentine layout may be used to reduce
either the frequency of head switches or track-to-track switches. Figure 3.3 illustrates four common sector mapping schemes. The choice of which layout is
used is based on the mechanical aspects of a particular disk; a disk with a high
overhead for head switching but a low overhead for track-to-track switches may
use of the layout in Figure 3.3(b), whereas a disk with a low overhead for head
switches may use the scheme in Figure 3.3(c).

3.1.3

Disk Controller

In order to address the speed divergence between main memory and HDDs
(many GB/s for memory, compared to a maximum of ⇡ 100 MB/s for HDDs),
high speed cache memory is used by the disk controller to bu↵er data. The disk
cache is able to partially nullify the e↵ect of the mechanical operations performed
by the disk for largely sequential workloads. Variations of the following cache
policies are found on most hard disk drives:
Read-ahead
Data that is sequential to the current request is read and stored in cache
as it may be used shortly.
Read-behind
Data prior to the current request is stored in cache as the platters rotate
to the correct position as this data may be then be accessed later at no
cost, as the head was passing over the data anyway.
Write-through
Data is written to the cache and also to the disk simultaneously. Written
data remains in cache as it may be read or updated later.
Write-back
Data is stored only in cache until the cache segment is about to be modified
or replaced, at which point the data is committed to disk.
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Modern disk caches usually provide between 8 and 32 MB of cache that can
be used for either read or write operations. Simple caches on much older disks
would partition the small amount of cache memory available into a number of
preset cache blocks of a fixed size; a least-recently used (LRU) algorithm would
be used to keep the most important data in cache, and write out or overwrite
old data. Today, disk caches implement much more complex algorithms using a combination of LRU, least-frequently used and other cache replacement
strategies.
Additionally, cache blocks are also dynamically sized and allocated by the
disk controller [124, 130]. This added complexity allows much larger sequential
reads to be improved when using a large cache. Small reads on a multi-user
system can also benefit, as many more smaller cache blocks can be created to
deal with each request.
The Serial-ATA (SATA) protocol in 2003 introduced native command queuing (NCQ), allowing disks to re-order operations in a command queue in order to
reduce the number of rotations required, thus decreasing the time taken to fulfil
queued requests. Figure 3.4 shows how four requests can be reordered, using
the elevator algorithm, to decrease the time taken to service the requests [140];
servicing the third request while the disk is spinning to the second request eliminates the need for an extra rotation.
Disk manufacturers also add additional proprietary features to modern hard
disks. Due to the commercially sensitive nature of many of these optimisations,
it is becoming increasingly difficult to understand the performance of spinning
disks, thus any simulations and models must make many simplifying assumptions to provide a generalised model of an HDD.

3.1.4

Redundant Array of Independent Disks

Modern enterprise-class HDDs have a mean time between failures (MTBF) of
between 1,200,000 and 2,000,000 hours, representing an annualised failure rate
(AFR) of between 0.73% and 0.44% (for the Seagate Constellation ES SAS
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Figure 3.4: An example of four requests fulfilled in-order without NCQ and out
of order with NCQ.
HDD, and the Seagate Enterprise Performance 15K HDD, respectively). In a
system with thousands of disks, the probability that one of those disks will fail
within a year becomes large. To overcome potential drive losses redundancy is
required, where some data is duplicated to another disk, such that in the event
of a failure, no data is lost.
Patterson, Gibson and Katz outline the first five configurations for redundant arrays of independent disks (RAID)1 [97]. The first level, RAID-1, allows
numerous disks to be connected in parallel, with each pair of disks creating a
duplicate of each block simultaneously. This potentially provides better read
performance (as each simultaneous read can be processed in parallel), but at the
expensive of poor write performance, as data duplication requires each disk to
synchronise. To reduce the cost of data duplication, RAID-2 uses a Hamming
code to provide error correction, while all subsequent RAID levels use parity
checking. RAID-3 uses a single dedicated parity disk, while data is striped at
a byte level. RAID-4 level is similar to RAID-3, except block-level striping is
used with a dedicated parity disk. In the event of a failure, a new disk can be
swapped into the RAID system and rebuilt either by recalculating the parity,
or by using the present parity data to reconstruct the original data.
1 Initially redundant array of inexpensive disks, this has been retroactively changed to be
independent disks.
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Figure 3.5: Two common RAID data distribution schemes.
RAID-5 and RAID-6 are the most commonly used “standard” levels of RAID
at the time of writing, with block-level striping of data and distributed parity.
Figure 3.5 shows how data is structured on both RAID-5 and RAID-6, where the
parity data is distributed. RAID-5 can survive a single disk failure, while RAID6 can survive two, as it provides double distributed parity. Due to the ability
to access disks in parallel, RAID-5 and RAID-6 also o↵er potential performance
boosts. Specifically, RAID-5 allows read and write performance of (n
while RAID-6 provides (n

1)x,

2)x, where n is the number of disks and x is the

performance of a single disk.
Additionally, there is RAID-0, where there is no fault tolerance but data
is striped to provide performance equivalent to nx. On HPC systems, metadata storage targets often employ RAID-1+0, where data is both striped and
mirrored to provide additional resilience and performance.

3.2

File Systems

When writing to an HDD, performance is not only dependent upon the disk
drive in use; the performance of the disk is also dictated by how the operating
system interacts with the hardware. This is largely controlled by the file system
in use.

3.2.1

The Extended File System

The extended file system (ext) was the first file system created specifically for the
Linux kernel and was inspired by the UNIX file system (UFS). The file system
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Figure 3.6: Structure of an ext2 inode block.
was superseded almost immediately by the second extended file system (ext2)
which used similar metadata structures but remedied many of the limitations
of ext. The third iteration of the extended file system (ext3) was developed 8
years later and made use of a journal to improve its reliability and performance.
The successor to ext3 was released in 2008 and provided further improvements
to performance, mostly in file system checking.
The Second Extended File System
In each of the ext file systems, files are represented by inodes, where an inode is a
structure that contains all of the information about a file except its filename and
the data itself [20]. The POSIX inode description lists the following attributes
(amongst others that are not listed below):
• Size of the file in bytes.
• User ID and group ID of the file owner.
• File access modes.
• Creation, last access and last modification times.
• Number of file blocks.
• Pointers to the disk blocks containing the file’s data.
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Under ext2, the block size for the file system may be 1, 2 or 4 KB and is typically
the highest of the three (4 KB). Each inode has a storage area that contains
15 pointers; the first 12 point directly to file data blocks, the next points to an
indirect block (which contains pointers to file data blocks), the next points to a
double indirect block (which contains pointers to indirect blocks) and the final
points to a trebly indirect block. Figure 3.6 outlines the structure of an ext2
inode.
When allocating space for the data blocks of a file, ext2 attempts to preallocate 8 blocks upon file creation; this helps to prevent file fragmentation (where
a file’s data is not stored contiguously on the physical medium). Additionally,
ext2 attempts to place new file blocks as close as possible to the data of other
files in the same directory.
The Third Extended File System
The ext3 file system is an extension of ext2 with the addition of a journal (and
some other additional features that will not be discussed in this thesis) [133].
The journal on ext3 is essentially a file that is configurable in size and location
that stores transactions to the disk. The journal can be configured to work in
one of three ways:
Journal
Both metadata and file contents are written into the journal before being
committed to the main file system.
Ordered
Only metadata is written to the journal. Data is not, but it is guaranteed
that the data will have been written to the file system before the entry is
marked as committed in the journal.
Writeback
Only metadata is written to the journal, however the journal entry may be
marked as committed before the data has been written to the file system.
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The journal may be stored on the file system it is journalling, or it may be
stored on another disk or in memory. The advantage of the journal is that
in the event of a file system crash, it can be replayed in order to repair the
file system and bring the storage back online much more quickly. However, as
metadata is usually written to the disk twice (and in some cases the file data
may also be written twice), it can have implications for file system performance.
In ext3, the default behaviour is to use ordered journalling where only metadata entries are written to the journal, which behaves like a circular log of
transactions. At a particular interval, or when the journal reaches its maximum
size, the entries are committed to the file system.
The Fourth Extended File System
The fourth extended file system (ext4) is again largely feature compatible with
ext2 and ext3 but contains a series of extensions that were originally designed
for use by the Lustre file system [117]. The file system allows preallocation of
on-disk space of up to 128 MB, allowing applications to reserve large contiguous
storage spaces for improved performance. Additionally, the allocation of disk
space can be delayed until data is flushed to the file system; this allows a more
efficient allocation that may reduce fragmentation and improve performance by
using the actual file size for the allocation [133].
In contrast to the previous iterations of the extended file systems, ext4 makes
use of file extents instead of traditional block mapping. Rather than using the
inode block mapping scheme described above, ext4 inodes can instead store four
extents (where an extent is a block of up to 128 MB of contiguous storage). If
more than four extents are required for a file, an HTree (a tree data structure
specialised for directory indexing) is used to store the additional extents.

3.2.2

The Sun Network File System

The Sun Network File System (NFS) is perhaps the most well known and most
widely used file system that provides a unified directory structure to a collection
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of clients over a network [112]. It uses Sun’s Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol in order to allow clients to issue file system commands across the network.
The first public release of NFS (NFSv2) operated using UDP only and therefore provided only a stateless protocol; operations such as a write had to be
completed synchronously, whereby the server would have to perform the complete operation before it could return a result to the client. Stateless operation
also restricted the use of file locking, and this therefore had to be implemented
outside of the core protocol.
Although support for TCP was added in NFSv3, a stateful protocol was not
added until NFSv4. Asynchronous write operations were added to NFSv3 in
order to provide greater write performance.

3.3

Distributed File Systems

While NFS provides a unified storage solution for many connected nodes, the
performance of the file system does not scale with the size of the network. For
this reason, distributed file systems (DFS) exist to provide a unified storage
space across a network of servers. As a DFS is spread across multiple servers
(allowing parallelised access without interprocess interference) it generally provides a greater quality of service (QoS) than NFS. The IBIS file system [131],
developed in 1985, was one of the first DFSs where the file system was spread
across all nodes of the network, allowing all nodes to transparently access any file
regardless of whether the file was stored locally or remotely. Modern DFSs now
provide dedicated storage servers, each themselves containing high performance
storage backends (using techniques such as RAID).
In most modern DFSs, there are four components. This thesis adopts the
naming convention of the Lustre file system; di↵erent file systems may use
alternate terms but the functions they provide are largely equivalent.
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Figure 3.7: An example Lustre configuration with four OSSs and a fail-over
MGS and MDS.
Object Storage Targets (OST)
HDDs are usually grouped using RAID (to improve performance and provide some redundancy), these are then referred to as Object Storage Targets. The OSTs are used to store the stripe data blocks that make up each
file.

Object Storage Servers (OSS)
One or more OSTs are connected to one or more Object Storage Servers.
The OSSs are directly responsible for reading and writing file data from
and to the OSTs.
Metadata Server (MDS)
Metadata (such as the directory tree, file permissions and file block locations) is either stored on a dedicated Metadata Server or is stored on the
OSSs (as in GPFS). The MDS is used by the clients to get file information
and file structure, such that they can access the file stripes stored on the
OSTs.
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Management Server (MGS)
Finally, there are usually one or two Management Servers holding the
server configurations.
The parallel file systems used throughout this thesis di↵er in the number of
OSTs and OSSs in use, as well as the use of a dedicated MDS for the Lustre file
system used, and distributed metadata on the GPFS installations used. Other
parallel file systems, such as Ceph [137], make use of multiple MDSs in order
to improve the performance of metadata updates, which are often identified as
a bottleneck in some large, heavily loaded Lustre installations [1].

3.3.1

The Lustre File System

The Lustre file system is used by many of the world’s fastest and largest computers, with up to 66 of the top 100 HPC systems using Lustre in 20102 . The
basic architecture of a Lustre file system is shown in Figure 3.7. Although Lustre (up to version 2.4) uses only a single MDS, a fail-over MDS and MGS can be
present. Additionally, as shown in Figure 3.7, multiple OSSs can be connected
to common OSTs and this will again provide some fail-over capability.
Much like previous DFSs, Lustre makes use of file striping to allow load to
be distributed across a number of service nodes. The size and width of each
stripe (where the width is the number of servers over which to stripe) can be
configured on a per-file or per-directory basis. The Lustre installation used in
this thesis stripes across 2 OSTs with each stripe being 1 MB in size in its
default configuration. The lfs command can be used to view and modify these
settings.
When writing to a Lustre system, the server used for the first stripe is
randomised in order to provide some load balancing between di↵erent clients.
From this point onwards, the data is striped across a number of servers based
on the configured stripe width.
2 http://opensfs.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/Rock-Hard1.pdf
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Figure 3.8: An example of a GPFS setup with four OSSs connected via a high
performance switch to three targets and separate management and metadata
targets.
To maintain consistency and allow correct concurrent access to the DFS,
Lustre makes use of a distributed lock manager. Each OSS maintains its own
file locks and so if two processes attempt to access the same chunk of a file, the
OSS will only grant a lock to one of the clients (unless both accesses are read
requests).

3.3.2

IBM’s General Parallel File System

The General Parallel File System (GPFS) from IBM operates similarly to Lustre; large files are distributed across multiple storage targets using stripes. However, GPFS di↵ers from Lustre in that all OSSs are connected to all OSTs and
MDTs, usually through a fibre channel switch. This provides additional resilience in that many more OSSs can fail before the file system must go o✏ine.
Figure 3.8 demonstrates an example GPFS configuration. Although it is possible
to store metadata on the same disks as file data, many installations (including
the configuration in use at the University of Warwick at the time of writing)
make use of dedicated higher performance data targets.
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Figure 3.9: An application’s view of a file and the underlying PLFS container
structure.
On GPFS, metadata is maintained by all servers, potentially providing better
performance for metadata intensive workloads. As shown by Hedges et al., the
file creation rate on GPFS is much higher than on a Lustre system, provided
that the files are being created in distinct directories; the use of fine grained
directory locking in GPFS makes file creation slower in the same directory [63].
GPFS makes use of a much smaller stripe size than Lustre (typically 16 KB
or 64 KB) and sets the stripe width adaptively. For large parallel writes, data
can be striped across all available GPFS servers, potentially providing a much
greater maximum bandwidth [63].

3.3.3

The Parallel Log-structured File System

On top of parallel file systems like Lustre or GPFS, virtual file systems may
provide an additional performance boost by transforming parallel file operations
to be more appropriate for the underlying file system. One such example of
this is the parallel log-structured file system (PLFS) [11] developed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).
PLFS is a virtual file system that makes use of file partitioning and a logstructure (as described in Section 2.2.2) to improve the performance of parallel
file operations. Each file within the PLFS mount point appears to an application
as though it is a single file; PLFS, however, creates a container structure, with
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Minerva

Sierra

Cab

Processor
Intel Xeon 5650 Intel Xeon 5660 Intel Xeon E5-2670
CPU Speed
2.66 GHz
2.8 GHz
2.6 GHz
Cores per Node
12
12
16
Memory per Node
24 GB
24 GB
32 GB
Nodes
492
1,856
1,200
Interconnect
— QLogic TrueScale 4⇥ QDR InfiniBand —
File System
See Table 3.2
See Table 3.3
See Table 3.3

Table 3.1: Hardware specification of the Minerva, Sierra and Cab supercomputers.
Minerva File System
File System
I/O servers
Theoretical Bandwidtha

GPFS
2
⇡4 GB/s
Storage

Number of Disks
Disk Size
Spindle Speed
Bus Connection
RAID Configuration

Metadata

96
24
2 TB
300 GB
7,200 RPM 15,000 RPM
Nearline SAS
SAS
Level 6 (8 + 2)
Level 1+0

Table 3.2: Configuration for the GPFS installation connected to Minerva.
a Theoretical

Bandwidth refers the maximum rate at which data can be transferred to the
file servers and is therefore bounded only by the network interconnect.

a data file and an index for each process or compute node. This provides each
process with its own unique file stream, potentially increasing the available
bandwidth. Figure 3.9 demonstrates how a six rank (two processes per rank)
execution would view a single file and how it would be stored within the PLFS
backend directory.
In order to use PLFS on a supercomputer, either: the FUSE file system
driver must be installed; a custom MPI library must be built; or applications
must be rewritten to use the PLFS API directly. In Chapter 5 an alternative
solution is provided, in addition to an in-depth investigation into why PLFS
achieves the performance gains reported by its developers [11].

3.4

Computing Platforms

The work presented in this thesis has been carried out on four distinct HPC
systems. Three of these are built from commodity hardware, one is a machine
installed at the University of Warwick and the other two systems are installed
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OCF lscratchc File System
2011–2012
File System
I/O Servers
Theoretical Bandwidtha

Lustre
24
⇡30 GB/s
Storage

Number of Disks
Disk Size
Spindle Speed
Bus Connection
RAID Configuration

2013

Metadata

3,600
30 (+2)b
450 GB
147 GB
10,000 RPM 15,000 RPM
SAS
SAS
Level 6 (8 + 2)
Level 1+0

Lustre
32
⇡30 GB/s
Storage

Metadata

4,800
30 (+2)b
450 GB
147 GB
10,000 RPM 15,000 RPM
SAS
SAS
Level 6 (8 + 2)
Level 1+0

Table 3.3: Configuration for the lscratchc Lustre File System installed at LLNL
in 2011 (for the experiments in Chapter 5) and 2013 (for the experiments in
Chapter 6).
a Theoretical Bandwidth refers the maximum rate at which data can be transferred to the
file servers and is therefore bounded only by the network interconnect.
b The MDS used by OCF’s lscratchc file system uses 32 disks: two configured in RAID-1
for journalling data, 28 disks configured in RAID-1+0 for the data volume itself and a further
two disks to be used as hot spares.

at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in the United States.
The final machine used was the now decommissioned IBM BlueGene/P (BG/P)
system that was installed at the Daresbury Laboratory in the United Kingdom.
Specifically, the machines are:
Minerva
A capacity (used for many small tasks) supercomputer installed at the
Centre for Scientific Computing within the University of Warwick. Minerva is an IBM iDataPlex system consisting of 492 nodes, each containing
two hex-core Westmere-EP processors clocked at 2.66 GHz. The system
is served by a small GPFS installation and the nodes are connected via
QLogic’s TrueScale 4⇥ QDR InfiniBand. The full specification can be
found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Sierra
A capability (used for a few very large tasks) HPC system installed in
the Open Compute Facility (OCF) at LLNL. Sierra is a Dell Xanadu
3 Cluster consisting of 1,856 compute nodes, each containing two hexcore Westmere-EP processors running at 2.8 GHz. The interconnect is
a QLogic QDR InfiniBand fat-tree (very similar to Minerva). Sierra is
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connected to LLNL’s “islanded I/O” network, and can therefore make
use of various di↵erent Lustre installations. In this thesis, work has been
predominantly performed on the lscratchc file system due to its locality
to Sierra. The experiments on Sierra were all performed prior to 2013,
when the lscratchc file system was upgraded from 360 to 480 OSTs. More
details can be found in Tables 3.1 and 3.3.
Cab
A capacity supercomputer installed in the OCF at LLNL. Cab is a Craybuilt Xtreme-X cluster with 1,200 batch nodes, each containing two octcore Xeon E5-2670 processors clocked at 2.6 GHz. An InfiniBand fat-tree
connects each of the nodes and, like Sierra, Cab is connected to LLNL’s
islanded I/O network. The work in this thesis was performed on the
lscratchc file system after its upgrade to 480 OSTs. More information can
be found in Tables 3.1 and 3.3.
BG/P
Daresbury’s BG/P system was a single cabinet, consisting of 1,024 compute nodes. Each node contained a single quad-processor compute card
clocked at 850 MHz. The BlueGene/P architecture featured dedicated networks for point-to-point communications and MPI collective operations.
File system and complex operating system calls (such as timing routines)
were routed over the MPI collective tree to specialised higher-performance
login or I/O nodes, enabling the design of the BlueGene compute node
kernel to be significantly simplified to reduce background compute noise.
The BG/P at Daresbury used a compute-node to I/O server ratio of 1:32;
however, di↵ering ratios were provided by IBM to support varying levels
of workload I/O intensity. The BlueGene used in this thesis was supported
by a GPFS storage solution with a hierarchical storage structure, where
data was written to Fibre Channel disks initially (Stage 1 in Figure 3.5)
before being staged onto slower SATA connected hard disks later (Stage 2
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STFC BlueGene Platform
Processor
CPU Speed
Cores per Node
Nodes

PowerPC 450
850 MHz
4
1,024
3D Torus
Interconnects
Collective Tree
Storage System
See Table 3.5

Table 3.4: Hardware configuration for the IBM BlueGene/P system at the
Daresbury Laboratory.
STFC BlueGene Platform File System
File System
I/O servers
Theoretical Bandwidtha

GPFS
4
⇡6 GB/s
Stage 1

Number of Disks
Disk Size
Spindle Speed
Bus Connection
RAID Configuration

Stage 2

110
35
147 GB
500 GB
15,000 RPM
7,200 RPM
Fibre Channel
SATA
Level 6 (8 + 2) Level 5 (4 + 1)

a Theoretical Bandwidth refers the maximum rate at which data can be transferred to the
file servers and is therefore bounded only by the network interconnect.

Table 3.5: Configuration for the GPFS installation connected Daresbury Laboratory’s BlueGene/P, where data is first written to Fibre Channel connected
disks because being staged to slower SATA disks.
in Figure 3.5). Furthermore, data and metadata were stored on the same
storage medium. Daresbury’s BG/P compute and I/O configuration is
summarised in Tables 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.

3.5

Input/Output Benchmarking Applications

Throughout this thesis, work has been performed using a variety of di↵erent
benchmarks. Specifically, this thesis makes extensive use of four benchmarks
which are representative of a broad range of high performance applications.
These applications are:
IOR
A parameterised benchmark that performs I/O operations through both
the HDF-5 and the MPI-IO interfaces [120, 121]. The application can be
configured to be representative of a large number of science applications
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with minimal configuration.
FLASH-IO
A benchmark that replicates the HDF-5 checkpointing routines found in
the FLASH [4,155] thermonuclear star modelling code [47,109]. The local
problem size can be configured at compile time to behave in the same way
as any given FLASH dataset.
BT
An application from the NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) Suite which
has been configured by NASA to replicate I/O behaviour from several
important internal production codes [7, 8].
mpi io test
A parameterised benchmark developed at LANL, primarily used for benchmarking the performance of PLFS. In particular, mpi io test provides an
interface for writing N -to-N , N -to-M and N -to-1, allowing for a comparison of writing techniques [95].
Of these four applications, two are standard benchmarks used for the assessment
of parallel file systems (IOR and mpi io test), while the other two have been
chosen as they recreate the I/O behaviour of much larger codes but with a
reduced compute time and less configuration than their parent codes (FLASHIO and BT). This permits the investigation of system configurations that may
have an impact on the I/O performance of the larger codes, without requiring
considerable machine resources.
In addition to these applications, a custom benchmark has been written to
assess the impact of some of the tools presented in this thesis on the performance
of the MPI communication library (see Chapter 4). A further benchmarking
application has also been written to explore the e↵ect of contention on the
Lustre file system (see Chapter 6).
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3.6

Summary

The hardware and software in use on modern supercomputers varies drastically between di↵erent organisations and installations, but the principles that
dictate performance remain largely the same. In this chapter the history and
structure of I/O in parallel computation has been described, starting with the
development and improvement of HDDs (which continue to dominate HPC I/O
installations [151]), to the creation of the first networked file system, and up to
the DFSs in use at the time of writing.
Modern parallel file systems make use of an object-based storage approach
which is not dissimilar to the operation of standalone file systems such as ext4.
Files are divided into discrete blocks and, where on standalone file systems
these blocks are spread across a single disk, on a DFS the blocks are distributed
amongst several separate disks and file servers. The structure of these files and
the properties associated with them are then stored in a metadata database,
which may itself be distributed.
With the decreasing cost of solid state drives, their use in HPC installations
is increasing. Modern HPC systems are beginning to combine both HDDs and
SSDs into tiered architectures – using SSDs as a staging area, before committing
data to slower HDDs at a non-critical time [151]. The idea of using tiered
storage is not new and is used in the BlueGene/P used in this thesis – where
data is written initially to fast Fibre Channel disks, before being moved to
slower disks. The use of tiered/hybrid I/O systems is changing the performance
characteristics of parallel file systems [138]. However, much of the work in
this thesis will similarly apply when SSD adoption increases; ensuring data
consistency through the use of file locking will still reduce the performance of
large distributed writes and contention will still hamper the performance of
shared file systems, albeit to a lesser extent.
The primary purpose of modern day parallel storage for science applications
is to provide an interface through which applications can store the results of
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long-running computations. The data generated by these applications can be
used for additional purposes beyond producing the answers to important scientific questions. Data written throughout an execution of a scientific application
can be used to visualise the progression of a computation and to facilitate software resilience. It is estimated that on exascale machines, applications may
have to survive multiple node failures per day; the focus of this thesis is on
the checkpointing routines that are used in scientific applications to provide
snapshots, enabling application state recovery following a failure.
Throughout this thesis, multiple applications and hardware systems are used
to assess the current state of parallel I/O and how it must adapt to solve the
challenges exascale computation will bring. The hardware configurations used
throughout the remainder of this thesis are summarised in this chapter, along
with the applications that are used to assess them.
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CHAPTER

4

I/O Tracing and Application Optimisation

As the HPC industry moves towards exascale computing, the increasing number of compute components will have huge implications for system reliability.
As a result, checkpointing – where the system state is periodically written to
persistent storage so that, in the case of a hardware or software fault, the computation can be restored and resumed – is becoming common-place. The cost
of checkpointing is a slowdown at specific points in the application in order
to achieve some level of resilience. Understanding the cost of checkpointing,
and the opportunities that might exist for optimising this behaviour, presents
a genuine opportunity to improve the performance of parallel applications at
scale.
Performing I/O operations in parallel using MPI-IO or file format libraries,
such as the hierarchical data format (HDF-5), has partially encouraged code
designers to treat these libraries as a black box, instead of investigating and optimising the data storage operations required by their applications. Their focus
has largely been improving compute performance, often leaving data-intensive
operations to third-party libraries. Without configuring these libraries for specific systems, the result has often been poor I/O performance that has not
realised the full potential of expensive parallel disk systems [9, 10, 66, 141, 146].
This chapter documents the design, implementation and application of the
RIOT I/O Toolkit (referred to throughout the remainder of this thesis by the
recursive acronym RIOT), described previously [141, 142, 144] to demonstrate
the I/O behaviours of three standard benchmarks at scale on three contrasting
HPC systems. RIOT is a collection of tools developed specifically to enable the
tracing and subsequent analysis of application I/O activity. The tool is able to
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Figure 4.1: Tracing and analysis workflow using the RIOT toolkit.
trace parallel file operations performed by the ROMIO layer (see Section 2.2.3
for details) and relate these to their underlying POSIX file operations. This
recording of low-level parameters permits analysis of I/O middleware, file format
libraries, application behaviour and to some extent even the underlying file
systems used by large clusters.

4.1

The RIOT I/O Toolkit

The left-hand side of Figure 4.1 depicts the usual flow of I/O in parallel applications; generally, applications either use the MPI-IO file interface directly,
or use a third-party library such as HDF-5 or NetCDF. In both cases, MPI is
ultimately used to perform the read and write operations. In turn, MPI calls
upon the MPI-IO library which, in the case of both OpenMPI and MPICH, is
the ROMIO implementation [127]. The ROMIO file system driver [125] then
calls the file system’s operations to read/write the data from/to the file system.
RIOT is an I/O tracing tool that can be used either as a dynamically loaded
library (via runtime pre-loading and linking) or as a static library (linked at
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compile time). In the case of the former, the shared library uses function interpositioning to place itself in to the library stack immediately prior to execution.
When compiled as a dynamic library, RIOT redefines several functions from the
POSIX API and MPI libraries – when the running application makes calls to
these functions, control is instead passed to handlers in the RIOT library. These
handlers allow the original function to be performed, timed and recorded into a
log file for each MPI rank. By using the dynamically loadable libriot, application recompilation is avoided completely; RIOT is therefore able to operate
on existing application binaries and remain agnostic to compiler and implementation language.
For situations where dynamic linking is either not desirable or is only available in a limited capacity (such as in the BG/P system used in this study), a
static library can be built. The RIOT software makes use of macro functions in
order to control how the library is built (i.e. whether a statically linked library
or a dynamically loadable library should be built). A compiler wrapper is then
used to compile RIOT into a parallel application using the -wrap functionality found in the Linux linker. Listing 4.1 shows how one function (namely the
MPI File open() function) looks within RIOT.
As shown in Figure 4.1, libriot intercepts I/O calls at three positions. In
the first instance, MPI-IO calls are intercepted and redirected through RIOT,
using either the PMPI interface, or via dynamic or static linking; in the second
instance, POSIX calls made by the MPI library are intercepted; and in the final
instance, any POSIX calls made by the ROMIO file system interface are caught
and processed by RIOT.
Traced events in RIOT are recorded in a bu↵er stored in main memory.
While the size of the bu↵er is configurable, experiments have suggested that a
bu↵er of 8 MB is sufficient for the experiments in this thesis and adds minimal
overhead to the application. A bu↵er of this size allows approximately 340,000
file operations to be stored before needing to be flushed to the disk. This delay
of logging (by storing events in memory) may have a small e↵ect on compute
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int F U N C T I O N _ D E C L A R E ( MPI_File_open )( MPI_Comm comm , char * filename ,
int amode , MPI_Info info , MPI_File * fh ) {
// The F U N C T I O N _ D E C L A R E macro controls how
// functions are defined , depending on if the static or
// dynamic library is being built .

DEBUG_ENTER ;
// Maps the real MPI_File_open command to _ _ r e a l _ M P I _ F i l e _ o p e n

MAP ( MPI_File_open );
// Add file to the database

int fileid = addFile ( filename );
// Add a record to the log

addRecord ( BEGIN_MPI_OPEN , fileid , 0);
// Perform correct operation

int ret = _ _ r e a l _ M P I _ F i l e _ o p e n ( comm , filename ,
amode , info , fh );
// Add a end record to the log

addRecord ( END_MPI_OPEN , fileid , 0);
DEBUG_EXIT ;
return ret ;
}

Listing 4.1: Source code demonstrating how the MPI File open function is interpositioned in RIOT.

performance (since the memory access patterns may change), but storing trace
data in memory helps to prevent any distortion of application I/O performance.
In the event that the bu↵er becomes full, the data is written out to disk and
the bu↵er is reset. This repeats until the application has terminated.
Time consistency is established across multiple nodes by overloading the
MPI Init() function to force all ranks to wait at the start of execution on
an MPI Barrier() before each resetting their respective timers; after this initial barrier, each rank can progress uninterrupted by RIOT. This is especially
important on architectures such as IBM’s BlueGene, as applications can take
several minutes to start across the whole cluster. Synchronising in this manner enables more accurate ordering of events even if nodes have experienced a
significant degree of time drift.
After the recording of an application trace is complete, a post-execution
analysis phase can be conducted (see Figure 4.1).
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During execution, RIOT builds a file lookup table and for each operation
only stores the time, the rank, a file identifier, an operation identifier and the
file o↵set. After execution, these log files are merged and time-sorted into a
single master log file, as well as a master file database.
Using the information stored, RIOT can:
• Produce a complete runtime trace of an application’s I/O behaviour;
• Demonstrate the file locking behaviour of a particular file system;
• Calculate the e↵ective POSIX bandwidth achieved by MPI to the file
system;
• Visualise the decomposition of an MPI file operation into a series of POSIX
operations; and,
• Demonstrate how POSIX operations are queued and then serialised by the
I/O servers.
Throughout this thesis, a distinction is made between e↵ective MPI-IO and
POSIX bandwidths – MPI-IO bandwidths refer to the data throughput of the
MPI functions on a per MPI-rank basis. POSIX bandwidths relate to the data
throughput of the POSIX read/write operations as if performed serially and
called directly by the MPI library. This distinction is made due to the inability to accurately report the perceived POSIX bandwidth because of the nondeterministic nature of parallel POSIX writes. The perceived POSIX bandwidth
is therefore bounded below by the perceived MPI bandwidth (since the POSIX
bandwidths must necessarily be at least as fast as the MPI bandwidths), and is
bounded above by the e↵ective POSIX bandwidth multiplied by the number of
ranks (assuming a perfect parallel execution of each POSIX operation).

4.1.1

Feasibility Study

To ensure RIOT does not significantly a↵ect the runtime behaviour and performance of scientific codes, an I/O benchmark has been specifically designed to
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assess the overheads introduced by the use of RIOT. The application performs
a known set of read and write operations over a series of files. Each process
performs 100 read and write operations in 4 MB blocks. The benchmark application was executed on three of the test platforms used in this thesis in three
distinct configurations: (i) without RIOT; (ii) with RIOT configured to only
trace POSIX file operations; and, (iii) with RIOT performing a complete trace
of MPI and POSIX file activity. The six MPI operations chosen for this feasibility study were: MPI File read/write(), MPI File read all/write all() and
MPI File read at all/write at all(); analysis of the scientific codes used
throughout this thesis, and other similar applications, suggests that these functions are amongst the most commonly used for performing parallel I/O (see
Appendix A for more details).
Figure 4.2 shows the time taken to perform 100 MPI File write all(), and
MPI File read all() operations at di↵ering core counts (results for additional
functions are shown in Appendix A). From these experiments it is clear that
RIOT adds minimal overhead to an application’s runtime, although it is particularly difficult to precisely quantify this overhead since the machines employed
operate production workloads.
As shown by the confidence intervals in Figure 4.2, on Minerva, repeated
runs produce nearly identical results due to the relatively small size of the
machine and the lack of heavy utilisation on the I/O backplane. For Sierra,
results vary more widely due to several I/O intensive applications running on
the same storage subsystem simultaneously. On BG/P the results are similarly
varied, and in some cases the application runs vary more widely due to the use
of I/O aggregator nodes in addition to the compute nodes. Nevertheless, the
results of these experiments show that the average overhead of RIOT is rarely
greater than 5% for MPI File operations. Low overhead tracing is a key feature
in the design of RIOT, and is an important consideration for profiling activities
associated with large codes that may already take considerable lengths of time
to run in their own right.
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Figure 4.2: Total runtime of RIOT overhead analysis benchmark for the functions MPI File write all() and MPI File read all(), on three platforms at
varying core counts, with three di↵erent configurations: No RIOT tracing,
POSIX RIOT tracing and complete RIOT tracing.

4.2

File System Analysis

One key use-case of RIOT is to trace the write behaviour of scientific codes.
To demonstrate this, analysis has been performed on three distinct codes (one
of which was executed in two di↵erent configurations). Each of the codes were
executed using the default configuration options for the test machine in question.
For both Minerva and Sierra, data was pushed to the disks using the UNIX
File System (UFS) MPI-IO driver (ad ufs). For Minerva, data was striped
across its two servers with metadata operations being distributed between these
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two servers. For Sierra, metadata operations were performed on a dedicated
metadata server, while data was by striped across two OSTs.

4.2.1

Distributed File Systems – Lustre and GPFS

As outlined in Chapter 3, the three test clusters employed in this chapter make
use of two di↵erent file systems – both Minerva and BG/P make use of GPFS,
while Sierra uses a Lustre installation. The I/O backplane used by Minerva
and that used by Sierra may seem vastly di↵erent, but the default configuration
of lscratchc means that the performance of both are similar since in each case,
files are striped usually over two OSTs. Both GPFS installations adapt to their
workload, though as stated previously, this usually means striping data over
the two available servers in Minerva’s case. As demonstrated in Figure 4.3(a),
at low core counts Sierra achieves the fastest write speed for IOR using MPIIO, though this is soon exceeded by BG/P as the number of cores is increased.
Figure 4.3 shows that for IOR and FLASH-IO, Minerva’s performance follows
the trend of Sierra, though performs slightly worse due to the slower hardware
being employed.
It is interesting to note that IOR writing through the HDF-5 middleware
library (Figure 4.3(b)) exhibits very di↵erent performance to the same benchmark running with only MPI-IO, despite writing similar amounts of data to
the same o↵sets on both Sierra and Minerva. The performance of FLASH-IO
(Figure 4.3(c)) also suggests that a significant performance defect exists in the
HDF-5 library. On each of these systems, the parallel HDF-5 library, by default, attempts to use data-sieving in order to transform many discontinuous
small writes into a single much larger write. In order to do this, a large region
(containing the target file locations) is locked and read into memory. The small
changes are then made to the block in memory, and the data is then written
back out to persistent storage in a single write operation. While this o↵ers a
large improvement in performance for small unaligned writes [126], many HPC
applications are constructed to perform larger sequential file operations.
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Figure 4.3: User-perceived bandwidth for applications on the three test systems.
When using data-sieving, the use of file locks helps to maintain file coherence.
However, as RIOT is able to demonstrate, when writes do not overlap, the
locking, reading and unlocking of file regions may create a significant overhead
– this is discussed further in Section 4.3.
The results in Figure 4.3(d) show that the BT mini-application achieves
by far the greatest performance on all three test systems (note the logarithmic
scale). On the BG/P system, its performance at 256 cores is significantly greater
than at 64 cores. Due to the architecture of the machine and the relatively small
amount of data that each process writes at this scale, the data is flushed very
quickly to the I/O node’s cache and this gives the illusion that the data has
been written to disk at speeds in excess of 1 GB/s. For much larger output
sizes the same e↵ect is not seen, since the writes are much larger and therefore
cannot be flushed to the cache at the same speed. This is demonstrated in the
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performance of IOR (Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b)) and FLASH-IO (Figure 4.3(c)).
Note that while the I/O performance of Minerva and Sierra plateau quite
early, the I/O performance of the BG/P system does not. A commodity cluster
using MPI will often use ROMIO hints such as collective bu↵ering [92] to reduce
the contention for the file system; the BG/P performs what could be considered
“super” collective bu↵ering, where 32 nodes send all of their I/O traffic through
a single aggregator node. In addition to this, BG/P also uses faster disks and
a purpose written MPI-IO file system driver (ad bgl). The exceptional scaling
behaviour observed in Figure 4.3(d) can be attributed to this configuration.
As the output size and the number of participating nodes increases, contention
begins to a↵ect performance.
Although the configuration of the BlueGene’s file system was somewhere between that of Sierra and Minerva, it provided twice the number of file servers as
Minerva and therefore striped its data over four servers instead of two. Additionally, the disks were configured such that data was committed first to Fibre
Channel connected hard disk drives, before being staged to slower SATA disks.
The use of a tiered file system (where the I/O is performed from dedicated
nodes to FC-connected burst bu↵ers, before being committed to SATA disks)
and MPI-IO features such as collective bu↵ering and data-sieving (which can
be done at an I/O node level, rather than on each compute node) enabled the
BG/P’s GPFS installation to perform far better than the other file systems.
The write performance on each of the commodity clusters is roughly 2

3⇥

the write speed of a single consumer-grade hard disk. Considering that these
systems consist of hundreds (or thousands) of disks, configured to read and
write in parallel, it is clear that the full potential of the hardware is not being
realised with the current configurations. Analysing the e↵ective bandwidth
of each of the codes (i.e. the total amount of data written, divided by the
total time taken by all nodes) shows that data is being written very slowly
to the individual disks when running at scale. The e↵ective MPI and POSIX
bandwidth achieved by each of the applications can be seen in Figures 4.4, 4.5,
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Figure 4.4: E↵ective POSIX and MPI bandwidth for IOR through MPI-IO.
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Figure 4.5: E↵ective POSIX and MPI bandwidth for IOR through HDF-5.
4.6 and 4.7. While one would expect the POSIX bandwidth to slightly exceed
the MPI bandwidth (due to a small processing overhead in the MPI library),
the degree to which this is true demonstrates a much larger than expected
overhead in the MPI library. For IOR, using MPI-IO directly (Figure 4.4), on
Minerva, the e↵ective POSIX bandwidth is often more than twice the e↵ective
MPI bandwidth, but peaks at only 11.105 MB/s for the single node case. For
the much larger Sierra supercomputer, for the single node case the e↵ective
MPI and POSIX bandwidths are almost equivalent but again peak at only
4.173 MB/s. Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 demonstrate a similar trend, showing
that the low e↵ective POSIX bandwidth achieved does not nearly approach the
potential performance of each storage system.
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Figure 4.6: E↵ective POSIX and MPI bandwidth for FLASH-IO.
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Figure 4.7: E↵ective POSIX and MPI bandwidth for BT Problem C, as measured by RIOT.
On the Lustre system data is striped across two OSTs, where each OST is
a RAID-6 caddy consisting of 10 disk drives. As the disks are Serial Attached
SCSI (SAS), each individual disk should have a maximum bandwidth of either
150 MB/s or 300 MB/s, giving a maximum potential bandwidth of 1,200 MB/s
or 2,400 MB/s1 . While increasing the amount of parallelism in use for computation reduces the time to solution for applications, as the storage resource
in use are not similarly scaled, the added contention harms the storage performance. On the GPFS systems, similar e↵ective bandwidth is shown, though the
number of storage targets data is striped across is not known, as GPFS stripes
1 The SAS version in use on lscratchc is unknown, and therefore may run at 3.0 Gbit/s or
6.0 Gbit/s.
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dynamically. This poor level of performance may be partially attributed to two
problems: (i) disk seek time, and (ii) file system contention. In the former
case, since data is being accessed simultaneously from many di↵erent nodes and
users, the file servers must constantly seek for the information that is required.
In the latter case, since reads and writes to a single file must maintain some
degree of consistency, contention for a single file can become prohibitive.
From the results presented in Figure 4.3 and Appendix B, it is clear that
Sierra generally has a much higher performance I/O subsystem than Minerva.
However, the BG/P’s file system far outperforms both clusters when scaled. The
unusual interconnect and architecture that it uses allows its compute nodes to
flush their data to the I/O aggregator’s cache quickly, allowing computation
to continue. Similarly, when the writes are small, Minerva can be shown to
outperform Sierra, mainly due to the locality of its I/O backplane. However,
when HDF-5 is in use on Minerva, the achievable bandwidth is much lower than
that of the other machines due to file-locking and the poor read performance of
its hard disk drives.
Ultimately, both Sierra and Minerva exhibit similar performance (as expected by using only two OSTs of lscratchc). However, Sierra’s performance
does slightly exceed Minerva’s in almost all cases due to the use of faster
enterprise-class disks and centralised metadata storage, decreasing the amount
of processing each that OSS has to perform. The BG/P solution exhibits the
greatest performance due to the use of four OSSs, fibre channel connected disks,
and dedicated I/O aggregator nodes. As demonstrated in the next section, when
the I/O operations required are analysed and well understood, better performance can be achieved on both Lustre and GPFS with minimal e↵ort.

4.3

Middleware Analysis and Optimisation

The experiments with FLASH-IO and IOR, both through HDF-5, demonstrate
that a large performance gap exists between using the HDF-5 file format li-
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of time spent in POSIX functions for FLASH-IO on
three platforms.
brary and performing I/O directly via MPI-IO. While a slight slowdown may
be expected, since there is an additional layer of abstraction in the software
stack to traverse, the decrease in performance is quite large (up to a 50% slowdown). Figure 4.8 shows the percentage of time spent in each of the four main
contributing POSIX functions to MPI File write operations.
For the Minerva supercomputer, at low core counts, there is a significant
overhead associated with file locking (Figure 4.8(a)). In the worst case, on a
single node, this represents an approximate 30% decrease in performance. The
reason for the use of file locking in HDF-5 is that data-sieving is used by default
to write small unaligned blocks in much larger blocks. The penalty for this is
that data must be read into memory prior to writing; this behaviour can prove to
be a large overhead for many applications, where the writes may perform much
better were data-sieving to be disabled. Figure 4.8(c) shows that the BG/P does
not perform data-sieving, as evidenced by the lack of read functions. However,
due to the use of dedicated I/O nodes, the compute nodes spend approximately
80% of their MPI write time waiting for the I/O nodes to complete.
In contrast to Minerva, the same locking overhead is not experienced by
Sierra; however up to 20% of the MPI write time is spent waiting for other
ranks. It is also of note that Minerva’s storage subsystem is backed by relatively
slow HDDs; Sierra on the other hand uses much quicker enterprise-class drives,
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Figure 4.10: Composition of a single, collective MPI write operation on MPI
ranks 0 and 1 of a two core run of FLASH-IO, called from the HDF-5 middleware
library after data-sieving has been disabled.
providing a much smaller seek time, a much greater bandwidth and various
other performance advantages (e.g. greater rotational vibration tolerance, larger
cache, etc.). As a consequence of this, a single Sierra I/O node can service a
read request much more quickly than one of Minerva’s, providing an overall
greater level of service.
Using RIOT’s tracing and visualisation capabilities, the execution of a small
run of the FLASH-IO benchmark (using a 16 ⇥ 16 ⇥ 16 grid size and only two
cores) can be investigated. Figure 4.9 shows the composition of a single MPI-IO
write operation in terms of its POSIX operations. Rank 0 spends the majority of its MPI File write time performing read, lock and unlock operations,
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whereas Rank 1 spends much of its time performing only lock, unlock and write
operations. Since Rank 1 writes to the end of the file, increasing the end-of-file
pointer, there is no data for it to read in during data-sieving; Rank 0, on the
other hand, will always have data to read, as Rank 1 will have increased the
file size, e↵ectively creating zeroed data between Rank 0’s position and the new
end-of-file pointer.
Both ranks splitting one large write into five “lock, read, write, unlock”
cycles is indicative of using data-sieving, with the default 512 KB bu↵er, to write
approximately 2.5 MB of data. When performing a write of this size, where all
the data is “new”, data-sieving may be detrimental to performance. In order
to test this hypothesis the MPI Info set operations present in the FLASH-IO
source code (used to set the MPI-IO hints) can be modified to disable datasieving. Figure 4.10 shows that, with the modified configuration, the MPI-IO
write operation is consumed by a single write operation, and the time taken to
perform the write is 40% shorter than that found in Figure 4.9.
Using the problem size benchmarked in Figures 4.3 and 4.6 (24⇥24⇥24), the
original experiments were repeated on both Minerva and Sierra using between
1 and 32 compute nodes (12 to 384 cores) in three configurations: firstly, in the
original configuration; secondly, with data-sieving disabled; and, finally, with
collective bu↵ering enabled and data-sieving disabled. Figure 4.11(a) demonstrates the resulting improvement on Minerva, showing a 2⇥ increase in write
bandwidth over the unmodified code. Better performance is observed when
using collective bu↵ering. On Sierra (Figure 4.11(b)) there is a similar improvement in performance (approximately 2⇥ increase in bandwidth). On a single
node (12 cores), performing only data-sieving is slightly faster than using collective bu↵ering, and beyond this collective bu↵ering increases the bandwidth by
between 5% and 20% (numeric data and confidence intervals are shown in Appendix C). Of particular note is the performance at 384 cores, where disabling
collective bu↵ering increases performance; however, the increased variance in
the results at this scale indicates that this may be a side e↵ect of background
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Figure 4.11: Perceived bandwidth for the FLASH-IO benchmark in its original
configuration (Original), with data-sieving disabled (No DS), and with collective
bu↵ering enabled and data-sieving disabled (CB and No DS) on Minerva and
Sierra, as measured by RIOT.
machine noise.
This result does not mean that data-sieving will always decrease performance; in the case that data in an output file is being updated (rather than a
new output file generated), using data-sieving to make small di↵erential changes
may improve performance [26].

4.4

Summary

Parallel I/O operations continue to represent a significant bottleneck in largescale parallel scientific applications. This is, in part, because of the slower rate
of development that parallel storage has witnessed when compared to that of
microprocessors. Other causes include limited optimisation at code level and the
use of complex file formatting libraries. Contemporary applications can often
exhibit poor I/O performance because code developers lack an understanding
of how their code use I/O resources and how best to optimise for this.
In this chapter the design, implementation and application of RIOT has
been presented. RIOT is a toolkit with which some of these issues might be
addressed. RIOT’s ability to intercept, record and analyse information relating
to file reads, writes and locking operations has been demonstrated using three
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standard industry I/O benchmarks. RIOT has been used on two commodity
clusters as well an IBM BG/P supercomputer.
The results generated by the tool illustrate the di↵erence in performance
between the relatively small storage subsystem installed on the Minerva cluster
and the much larger Sierra I/O backplane. While there is a large di↵erence in the
size and complexity of these I/O systems, some of the performance di↵erences
originate from the contrasting hardware and file systems that they use and
how the applications make use of these. Furthermore, through using the BG/P
located at STFC Daresbury Laboratory, it has been shown that exceptional
performance can be achieved on small I/O subsystems where dedicated I/O
aggregators and tiered storage systems are used as burst bu↵ers, allowing data
to be quickly flushed from the compute node to an intermediate node.
RIOT provides the opportunity to:
• Calculate not only the bandwidth perceived by a user, but also the e↵ective
bandwidth achieved by the I/O servers. This has highlighted a significant
overhead in MPI, showing that the POSIX write operations to the disk
account for little over half of the MPI write time. It has also been shown
that much of the time taken by MPI is consumed by file locking behaviours
and the serialisation of file writes by the I/O servers.
• Demonstrate the significant overhead associated with using the HDF-5
library to store data grids. Through the data extracted by RIOT, it has
been shown that on a small number of cores, the time spent acquiring
and releasing file locks can consume nearly 30% of the file write time.
Furthermore, on small-scale, multi-user I/O systems, reading data into
memory before writing, in order to perform data-sieving, can prove very
costly.
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• Visualise the write behaviour of MPI when data-sieving is in use, showing
how large file writes are segmented into many 512 KB lock, read, write,
unlock cycles. Through adjusting the MPI hints to disable data-sieving
it has been shown that on some platforms, and for some applications,
data-sieving may negatively impact performance.
The investigation into the use of RIOT to analyse the behaviour of parallel storage continues in the next chapter, but already its use in identifying optimisation
opportunities has been demonstrated. RIOT a↵ords developers an opportunity
to understand exactly how configuration options change the I/O behaviour and
thus a↵ect performance. By analysing the current performance behaviour of
HDF-5 based applications a speed-up of at least 2⇥ can be achieved with a system’s “stock” MPI installation, without a↵ecting other applications or services
on the system.
The results in this chapter have also highlighted the potential that exists in
tiered storage systems, suggesting that these could very well be the answer to
a↵ordable, efficient and performant storage systems at exascale.
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CHAPTER

5

Analysis and Rapid Deployment of the Parallel
Log-Structured File System

As the performance of I/O systems continue to diverge substantially from that
of the supercomputers that they support, a number of projects have been initiated to look for software- and hardware-based solutions to address this concern.
One such solution is the parallel log-structured file system (PLFS) – which
was created at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [11] and is now
being commercialised by EMC Corporation (EMC2 ). PLFS makes use of (i)
a log-structure, where write operations are performed sequentially to the disk
regardless of intended file o↵sets (keeping the o↵sets in an index structure instead) [108]; and (ii) file partitioning, where a write to a single file is instead
transparently transposed into a write to many files, thus increasing the number
of available file streams [135].
Currently PLFS can be deployed in one of three ways: (i) through a file
system in userspace (FUSE) mount point, requiring installation and access to
the FUSE Linux kernel module and its supporting drivers and libraries [42]; (ii)
through an MPI-IO file system driver built into the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) library [125]; or (iii) through the rewriting of an application to use the
PLFS API directly [80]. These methods therefore require either the installation
of additional software, recompilation of the MPI application stack (and, subsequently, the application itself) or modification of the application’s source code.
In HPC centres which have a focus on reliability, or which lack the time and/or
expertise to manage the installation and maintenance of PLFS, it may be seen
as too onerous to be of use.
In this chapter an analysis of PLFS is performed using RIOT in order to
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demonstrate why PLFS increases the potential bandwidth available to applications. Due to the implications of installing and maintaining PLFS on a large
system, an alternative approach to using PLFS is also presented [143]. This approach will facilitate rapid deployment of PLFS, and therefore allow application
developers to accelerate their I/O operations without the burdens associated
with PLFS installation. The techniques outlined are applicable to many virtual
file systems and allow users to forgo the need to rewrite applications, obtain
specific file/system access permissions, or modify the application stack.

5.1

Analysis of PLFS

The primary goal of PLFS is to intercept standard I/O operations and transparently translate them from N processes writing to a single file, to N processes
writing to N files. The middleware creates a “view” over the N files, so that the
calling application can operate on these files as if they were all concatenated into
a single file. The use of multiple files by the PLFS layer helps to significantly
improve file write times, as multiple, smaller files can be written simultaneously.
Furthermore, improved read times have also been reported when using the same
number of processes to read back the file as were used in its creation [103].
Table 5.1 presents the average perceived and e↵ective MPI-IO and POSIX
bandwidths achieved by the BT benchmark when running with the PLFS MPIIO file system driver (ad plfs) and without it, using the UNIX file system
MPI-IO driver (ad ufs). Note that, as previously, e↵ective bandwidth in this
table refers to the bandwidth of the operations as if called serially and hence
are much lower than the perceived bandwidths.
As shown throughout Chapter 4, the e↵ective POSIX write bandwidth decreases significantly as the size of application runs is increased. PLFS partially
reverses this trend, as the individual POSIX writes are no longer dependent on
operations performed by other processes (which are operating on their own files)
and can therefore be flushed to the file server’s cache much more quickly. The
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397.579
1.572⇥
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3.802⇥

Minerva
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252.888 233.456 173.696

E↵ective POSIX Bandwidth 218.024
Speed-up
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80.091

19.049

196.738
0.902⇥
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5.543⇥
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0.678

25.036
1.576⇥

6.899
1.900⇥
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3.805⇥

Sierra
User Perceived Bandwidth
Speed-up

212.486 126.102 115.191

E↵ective POSIX Bandwidth 155.754
Speed-up
E↵ective MPI Bandwidth
Speed-up

13.346

405.495 1505.819 3122.271
1.908⇥ 11.941⇥ 27.105⇥

41.970

7.977

299.084
1.920⇥

538.130
12.822⇥

437.880
54.893⇥

1.970

0.450

20.806
1.559⇥

23.720
12.041⇥

12.183
27.073⇥

Table 5.1: Perceived and E↵ective Bandwidth (MB/s) for BT class C through
MPI-IO and PLFS, as well as the speed-up generated by PLFS.
log-structured nature of PLFS also increases the bandwidth, as data can be written in a non-deterministic sequential manner with a log file keeping track of the
data ordering. For a class C execution on 256 cores, PLFS increases the bandwidth from 115.191 MB/s perceived bandwidth up to 3,122.271 MB/s on the
Sierra cluster, representing a 27⇥ increase in write performance. This increase
is partially attributable to the use of a separate file per MPI rank, meaning that
each file stream is writing stripes to two potentially di↵erent servers, making
use of a larger majority of the I/O subsystem; the e↵ect this may have on other
users of the file system is discussed in the next chapter.
Smaller gains are seen on Minerva, but due to its inferior I/O hardware and
GPFS directory level locking, this is to be expected. There are fewer I/O servers
to service read and write requests on Minerva and as a result there is much less
bandwidth available for the compute nodes.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates that during the execution of BT on 256 cores, concurrent POSIX write calls wait much less time for access to the file system.
As each process is writing to its own unique file, it has access to a unique file
stream, reducing file system contention. For non-PLFS writes a stepping e↵ect
is prominent, where all POSIX writes are queued and complete in a serialised,
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Figure 5.1: Concurrent write() operations for BT class C on 256 cores on
Minerva and Sierra.
non-deterministic manner. Conversely, on larger I/O installations, PLFS writes
do not exhibit this stepping behaviour, and on smaller I/O installations they
exhibit this behaviour to a much lesser extent, as the writes are not waiting on
other processes to acquire and release file locks.

5.2

Rapid Deployment of PLFS

To reduce the burden of installing and maintaining a PLFS mount point on
large production machines, this thesis details the development of an alternative
approach to using PLFS. This rapid deployment solution is called ‘LDPLFS’ –
as it is dynamically linked (using the Linux linker ld) immediately prior to execution, enabling calls to POSIX file operations to be transparently retargeted
to PLFS equivalents. Like RIOT, this library requires only a simple environment variable to be exported in order for applications to make use of PLFS –
existing compiled binaries, middleware and submission scripts require no modification [143].
This section describes the design and implementation of LDPLFS, showing
how a dynamically loadable library can be used to retarget POSIX file operations
to PLFS specific file operations. Its performance is assessed on a collection of
standard UNIX tools, as well as on three parallel applications running at scale
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int open ( const char * filename , int flags , mode_t mode );
int plfs_open ( Plfs_fd * fd , const char * filename , int flags ,
pid_t pid , mode_t mode , Plfs_open_opt * open_opt );
ssize_t write ( int fd , const void * buf , size_t count );
ssize_t plfs_write ( Plfs_fd * plfsfd , const void * buf ,
size_t count , off_t offset , pid_t pid );
ssize_t read ( int fd , void * buf , size_t count );
ssize_t plfs_read ( Plfs_fd * plfsfd , void * buf ,
size_t count , off_t offset );

Listing 5.1: Open, read and write functions from the POSIX and PLFS API.

ssize_t read ( int fd , void * buf , size_t count ) {
ssize_t ret ;
// check if fd is a plfs file or a normal file

if ( plfs_files . find ( fd ) != plfs_files . end ()) {
// if the file is a plfs file ,
//
find its current virtual offset

off_t offset = lseek ( fd , 0 , SEEK_CUR );
// perform plfs read function

ret = plfs_read ( plfs_files . find ( fd ) - > second - > fd ,
( char *) buf , count , offset );
// update the virtual offset

lseek ( fd , ret , SEEK_CUR );
} else {
// perform a standard read on a normal file

ret = __real_read ( fd , buf , count );
}
return ret ;
}

Listing 5.2: Source code demonstrating POSIX-PLFS translation in LDPLFS.

on the Minerva and Sierra supercomputers. The performance at scale not only
demonstrates the applicability of this technique for using virtual parallel file
systems, but also demonstrates one of the shortcomings of PLFS.
LDPLFS is a dynamic library specifically designed to interpose POSIX file
functions and retarget them to PLFS equivalents. By using the Linux loader,
LDPLFS overloads many of the POSIX file symbols (e.g. open, read, write),
causing an augmented implementation to be executed at runtime1 . This allows existing binaries and application stacks to be used without the need for
recompilation.
1 Although

LDPLFS makes use of the LD PRELOAD environmental variable in order to be
dynamically loaded, other libraries can also make use of the dynamic loader (by appending
multiple libraries into the environmental variable), allowing tracing tools to be used alongside
LDPLFS.
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Figure 5.2: The control flow of LDPLFS in an applications execution.
Due to the di↵erence in semantics between the POSIX and PLFS APIs,
LDPLFS must perform two essential book-keeping tasks. Firstly, LDPLFS must
return a valid POSIX file descriptor to the application, despite PLFS using an
alternative structure to store file properties. Secondly, as the PLFS API requires
an explicit o↵set to be provided, LDPLFS must maintain a file pointer for each
PLFS file. Listing 5.1 shows three POSIX functions and their PLFS equivalents.
Listing 5.2 and the listings in Appendix D show how these POSIX functions can
be transparently transformed to make use of the PLFS alternatives.
When a file is opened from within a pre-defined PLFS mount point, a
PLFS file descriptor (Plfs fd) pointer is created and the file is opened with
the plfs open() function (using default settings for Plfs open opts and the
value of getpid() for pid t). In order to return a valid POSIX file descriptor
(fd) to the application, a temporary file (in our case a temporary file created
by tmpfile()) is also opened. The file descriptor of the temporary file is then
stored in a look-up table and related to the Plfs fd pointer. Future POSIX
operations on a particular fd will then either be transparently passed onto the
POSIX API, or, if a look-up entry exists, passed to the PLFS library.
In order to provide the correct file o↵set to the PLFS functions, a file pointer
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is maintained through lseek() operations on the temporary POSIX file descriptor. As demonstrated in Listing 5.2, when a POSIX operation is to be
performed on a PLFS container, the current o↵set of the temporary file is established (through a call to lseek(fd, 0, SEEK CUR)), a PLFS operation is
performed (again using getpid() where needed), and then finally, the temporary file pointer is updated (once again through the use of lseek()). Figure 5.2
shows the control flow of an application when using LDPLFS.

5.2.1

Performance Analysis

Feasibility Study
The initial assessment of LDPLFS was conducted on Minerva. The MPI-IO Test
application from LANL was used to write a total of 1 GB per process in 8 MB
blocks [95]. Collective blocking MPI-IO operations were employed with tests
using PLFS through the FUSE kernel library, the ad plfs MPI-IO driver and
LDPLFS. In all cases the OpenMPI library used was version 1.4.3 with PLFS
version 2.0.1. The performance results were then compared to the achieved
bandwidth figures from the default ad ufs MPI-IO driver without PLFS.
Tests were conducted on between 1 and 64 compute nodes using 1, 2 and 4
cores per node23 . Each run was conducted with collective bu↵ering enabled and
in the default MPI-IO configuration4 in order to provide better performance
with minimal configuration changes. The node-wise performance should remain
largely consistent, while the number of cores per node is varied – in each case
there remains only one process on each node performing the file system write.
As the number of cores per node is increased, an overhead is incurred because
of the presence of on-node communication and synchronisation.
Figure 5.3 demonstrates promising results, showing that the performance
2 Due

to machine usage limits, using all 12 cores per node would limit the results to a
maximum of 16 compute nodes, decreasing the scalability of the results.
3 In some cases, other jobs were present on the compute nodes in use. Full numeric data
along with the 95% confidence intervals are given in Appendix E
4 The default collective bu↵ering behaviour is to allocate a single aggregator per distinct
compute node.
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Figure 5.3: Benchmarked MPI-IO bandwidths on FUSE, the ad plfs driver,
LDPLFS and the standard ad ufs driver (without PLFS).
of LDPLFS closely follows the performance of PLFS through ROMIO and is
significantly better than FUSE (up to 2⇥) in almost all cases. It is interesting
to note that on occasion, LDPLFS performs better than the ad plfs MPI-IO
driver; however as can be seen from the confidence intervals, this is largely an
artefact of machine noise (numerical data can be found in Appendix E). On
Minerva, the performance of FUSE is worse than standard MPI-IO by 20%
on average for parallel writes. FUSE is known to degrade performance, due
to additional memory copies and extra context switches [70], and while this
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PLFS Container

Standard UNIX File

cp (read) 100.713 (97.182, 103.949)
cp (write) 107.587 (106.473, 110.473)
cat
25.186
(23.413, 26.155)
grep
130.662 (127.643, 131.396)
md5sum
26.970
(26.018, 27.035)

114.279 (110.878, 119.906)
25.433
(22.548, 28.469)
128.863 (126.445, 129.093)
26.781
(25.612, 28.511)

Table 5.2: Time in seconds for UNIX commands to complete using PLFS
through LDPLFS, and without PLFS.
overhead is addressed by Bent et al. [11], the I/O set-up used in that study is
much larger than that used by Minerva, and makes use of custom optimised
hardware. It is therefore likely that the much greater performance increase
generated by PLFS masks this overhead much better than the I/O hardware of
Minerva.
Standard UNIX Tool Performance
One of the current difficulties associated with the practical use of PLFS is the
complexity of managing PLFS containers. Since FUSE treats a PLFS mount
point as a self-contained file system, using the files in any application is trivial.
However, when using either of the alternative solutions for PLFS, applications
must either use MPI or be rewritten for PLFS. Files created under a PLFS
mount point appear inside the “backend” directory as directories themselves
with hundreds of files (see Figure 3.9 in Chapter 3). Visualising data or post
processing the information output becomes difficult in this scenario; this is one
of the problems LDPLFS additionally addresses. As LDPLFS operates at the
POSIX call level, it can be used with any standard UNIX tools as well as parallel
science and engineering applications.
Table 5.2 presents the performance of several standard UNIX tools operating
on a 4 GB PLFS file container. Note that the file copy (cp) times correspond
to copying a file from a PLFS container to a standard UNIX file and vice versa.
These can be compared to a single time for copying from and to a standard
UNIX file.
Since each of these commands are serial applications, each command was
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executed on the login node of Minerva. It is promising to see that the time
for each of the commands to complete is largely the same for both standard
UNIX files and PLFS container structures. These results show that PLFS is
marginally faster when copying to or from a PLFS file than a normal UNIX file.
This improvement in performance may be attributed to the increased number of
file streams available, improving the bandwidth achievable from the file servers.
The results presented above position LDPLFS as a viable solution to improving the performance of I/O in parallel, as well as showing that there is no
substantial performance hit when using LDPLFS to interact with PLFS mount
points using serial (non-MPI) applications. Using LDPLFS, it is now much
easier to assess the performance of PLFS on a variety of systems without the
overhead associated with compiling a customised MPI library, or requesting
access to the FUSE kernel driver. In the next section, the performance of LDPLFS at much larger scales is demonstrated using a small set of I/O intensive
mini-applications.
Parallel Application Performance
Figure 5.3 shows that on Minerva, PLFS improves performance by approximately 2⇥ for parallel applications. Because of the relatively small I/O set-up
employed by Minerva, achieving performance increases such as those reported
by Bent et al. [11] – where a high-end PanFS I/O solution is used – is most
likely not possible. In order to better demonstrate how PLFS and LDPLFS
perform on a much more substantial I/O set-up, two applications have been
used to benchmark the lscratchc file system attached to Sierra (see Table 3.3 in
Chapter 3).
For this study the previously introduced BT solver and FLASH-IO have
been used. For BT, problem class C (162 ⇥ 162 ⇥ 162) has been used, writing
a total of 6.4 GB of data during an execution, as well as the D problem class
(408 ⇥ 408 ⇥ 408), writing a total of 136 GB of data. The application is strong
scaled – as the number of cores is increased, the global problem size remains
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Figure 5.4: BT benchmarked MPI-IO bandwidths using MPI-IO, as well as
PLFS through ROMIO and LDPLFS.
the same, with each process operating over a smaller sub-problem. For the C
problem class, the global problem size is relatively small, and can only be scaled
to 1,024 cores before the local problem size becomes too small to operate on
correctly. Conversely for the D program class, the global problem size is so
large that on less than 64 cores, the execution time becomes prohibitive. For
this reason this study employs between 4 and 1,024 cores for the C problem
class, and between 64 and 4,096 cores for the D problem class.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the achieved bandwidth for the two mini-applications
in their default configurations using the system’s pre-installed OpenMPI version
1.3.4 library (ad ufs); with the system’s OpenMPI library and LDPLFS; and
finally with the MPI-IO PLFS file system driver (ad plfs) compiled into a customised build of OpenMPI (version 1.4.3). The performance of PLFS through
the two methods is largely the same, with a slight divergence at scale – as
previously, full numerical data can be found in Appendix E.
Since LDPLFS retargets POSIX file operations transparently and uses various structures in memory to maintain file consistency, a change in the local
problem size may a↵ect the LDPLFS performance due to the memory access
patterns changing and additional context switching. Furthermore, write caching
can produce a large di↵erence in performance – where data is small enough to
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fit in cache, the writing of that data to disk can be delayed.
Write caching is most prevalent in the BT application where, at large-scale,
small amounts of data are being written by each process during each parallel
write step. For the C problem class (Figure 5.4(a)), 6.4 GB of data is written in
20 separate MPI write calls, causing approximately 300 KB of data to be written
by each process at each step. When writing to a single file, the file server must
make sure that writes are completed before allowing other processes to write
to the file. This causes each write command to wait on all other processes,
leading to relatively poor performance. Conversely, through PLFS, each process
writes to its own file, thereby allowing the write to be cleared to cache almost
instantaneously.
In Figure 5.4(b), the performance peaks at nearly 3000 MB/s (point A) due
to the increased parallelism exposed by PLFS. The performance then rapidly
decreases at 1,024 cores (point B), where each process is writing approximately
136 MB, in 20 steps. It is likely that these writes (of approximately 7 MB each)
are marginally too large for the system’s cache and therefore must be written to
disk. This potentially creates a large amount of contention on the file system,
causing performance that is equivalent to vanilla MPI-IO. However, when using
4,096 cores, each write is less than 2 MB per process, writing only 34 MB per
process during the execution (point C). This causes the write-caching e↵ects
seen in Figure 5.4(a) to reappear.
FLASH-IO is a weak scaled problem, and for these experiments the local
problem size was set to 24 ⇥ 24 ⇥ 24. This causes each process to write approximately 205 MB to the disk, through the HDF-5 library [73]. Runs were
conducted on between 1 node and 256 nodes, using all 12 cores each time, thus
using up to 3,072 cores. Note that as the number of compute nodes is increased, so too is the output file size. Since each process was writing the same
total amount of data, over the same number of time steps, caching e↵ects were
less prevalent for these weak scaled problems.
Interestingly, Figure 5.5 shows that as the core count is increased on FLASH-
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Figure 5.5: FLASH-IO benchmarked MPI-IO bandwidths using MPI-IO, as well
as PLFS through ROMIO and LDPLFS.
IO, the write speed of MPI-IO gently increases up to approximately 550 MB/s.
However, when using PLFS a sharp increase in write speed is demonstrated
up to 192 cores (or 16 nodes), at which point the average write speed reaches
approximately 1,650 MB/s, before decreasing to 210 MB/s at 3,072 cores.
This decrease in performance may be explained by contention on the MDS;
the Lustre file system uses a dedicated MDS and therefore, as the number of
cores is increased, the performance may plateau and then decreases due to the
MDS becoming a bottleneck in the system. Since PLFS operates using multiple
files per core (at least one for the data and one for the index), it uses many more
files as the problem is scaled, potentially putting a large load on the MDS. This
bottleneck would be less evident in the BT mini-application due to the small
write sizes. However, without direct access to the MDS this theory is difficult
to explore fully.
Another explanation for the decrease in performance at scale is that, as
many files are created and each single file is striped across two servers (in the
default case), at larger core counts data is split into a large number of stripes
(2 ⇥ # of files). Creating more stripes than there are OSTs may introduce large
overheads on the file servers and may increase contention (as many of the files
will be striped across shared OSTs). This is investigated further in Chapter 6.
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5.3

Summary

File I/O operations have, in many cases, been one of the last aspects considered
during application optimisation. In this chapter the performance gains of PLFS
have been partially explored and LDPLFS, which o↵ers the opportunity to
accelerate file read and write activities without modification to the machine’s
environment or an application’s source code, has been presented.
Specifically, it has been shown that PLFS creates many more file streams and
may therefore avoid file system contention by removing the need for file locks.
However, at large scale, PLFS may actually be detrimental to performance by
creating more file system stripes than there are servers.
In order to address the issue of installation and maintenance of PLFS, the
development of a dynamically loadable library has also been presented that
allows users to assess the benefits of PLFS without the installation burden.
The performance of LDPLFS has been compared to PLFS using the FUSE
Linux kernel module, PLFS using the MPI-IO file system driver and the original
MPI-IO library without PLFS. In this comparison LDPLFS was able to o↵er
approximately equivalent performance to using PLFS through the MPI-IO file
system driver and improved performance over FUSE.
LDPLFS is a solution which requires only the PLFS library and itself to be
built with no system administrator actions, thus forgoing the need to install
FUSE or a custom MPI library. The library is loadable from only a single environmental variable, yet is potentially able to o↵er a significant improvement in
parallel I/O activity. The work presented in this chapter may be useful to several
industry partners, as such a solution helps to address concerns which may arise
over the security model of FUSE and the significant investment associated with
the recompilation of applications using a custom MPI-IO middleware. LDPLFS
therefore straddles the gap between o↵ering improved application performance
and the e↵ort associated with the installation of traditional PLFS.
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CHAPTER

6

Parallel File System Performance Under Contention

The optimisation of I/O performance has largely been the responsibility of application developers, configuring their own software to achieve the best performance – a responsibility that has often been ignored. Software solutions to
achieving better performance, such as custom-built MPI-IO drivers that target specific file systems, are often not installed by default. For instance, on
the systems installed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),
an optimised Lustre-specific driver is not installed despite the software being
available as standard in most MPI libraries.
The experiments described so far in this thesis have been performed using
the system “stock” MPI installations, or – in the case of Chapter 5 – a version
of MPI compiled with PLFS built in. In this chapter, an MPI library with an
optimised Lustre driver is built and utilised on the Cab machine (see Section 3.4
for details) at LLNL. Research by Behzad et al. [9, 10], Lind [76] and You et
al. [148] suggests that performance can be improved by as much as two orders
of magnitude with the correct settings and the Lustre-optimised driver.
In this chapter a parameter sweep is used to search for an optimised configuration for a small test with IOR. Through this, a performance improvement of
49⇥ is shown. However, while performance is vastly improved by adjusting the
Lustre settings, optimal performance for one application can reduce the quality
of service (QoS) provided to other users on a shared system such as Cab. The
e↵ect of OST contention on I/O intensive workloads is demonstrated, showing
that using optimised settings for four competing tasks may result in a 3 4⇥ reduction in performance for each application. Reducing the number of requested
resources increases the system’s QoS, at minimal cost to the overall performance
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Option

Value

API
MPI-IO
Write file
On
Read file
O↵
Block Size
4 MB
Transfer Size
1 MB
Segment Count
100

Table 6.1: IOR configuration options for experiments.
of the four tasks.
Finally, the optimised Lustre configuration is compared to the performance
of PLFS on the same file system. Below 512 processes, PLFS boosts performance
over that which can be achieved with an optimal Lustre configuration; however,
at scale, PLFS becomes detrimental to performance, just as was the case in the
previous chapter.

6.1

E↵ective Use of Uncontended Parallel File
Systems

As demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5, the large parallel file systems connected to
some of the most powerful supercomputers in the world are currently being under utilised – partially due to a lack of available software drivers, partially due to
lack of optimisation in the applications themselves. The work presented by Behzad et al. [10] shows how using the Lustre-specific MPI-IO driver (ad lustre)
distributed with most MPI implementations can lead to performance improvements of up to 100⇥ over the default installation. The authors use a genetic
algorithm to search the parameter space for an optimised configuration [10],
varying the stripe factor (the number of OSTs to use), the stripe size, the number of collective bu↵ering nodes and the collective bu↵er size (as well as some
HDF-5 specific options).
In this thesis a small IOR problem is configured in order to demonstrate
the benefits and consequences of this form of performance tuning. IOR was
configured such that each process wrote 100 4 MB blocks to a file in chunks of
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Figure 6.1: Write bandwidth achieved over 1,024 cores by varying just the stripe
count and just the stripe size.
1 MB. The parameters were chosen such that each write matched the default
stripe size, providing the best possible performance in Lustre’s default configuration. In order to find an optimised Lustre configuration, a parameter sweep
was performed on 64 nodes (64 ⇥ 16 = 1, 024 cores). The collective bu↵er size
was set to the default value (16 MB) and each node contributed one collective
bu↵er process, meaning there was a total of 64 bu↵ering processes. To reduce
the search space, a linear search was conducted with a stripe count between 1
and 160 (as there is a 160 OST limit in the Lustre version 2.4.0, which is used
on OCF machines) and a stripe size between 1 and 256 MB.
Selected results of this parameter search are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2
(additional numeric data can be found in Appendix F). Using the default Lustre
configuration (stripe count = 2, stripe size = 1 MB), the application achieves
an average of 313 MB/s. Through varying the stripe size, performance can be
increased from this baseline bandwidth up to 395 MB/s, and through varying
the stripe count performance can be increased much further, up to a maximum
of 4,075 MB/s.
Figure 6.2 shows that through varying both parameters the maximum bandwidth is found when using 160 stripes of size 128 MB; performance increases
from the baseline 313 MB/s, up to 15,609 MB/s, representing a 49⇥ improvement in write performance. This result largely echoes previous work, where the
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greatest performance is usually found by striping across the maximum number
of OSTs and writing stripes that are a multiple of the application’s I/O block
size [10, 76, 148].
That the optimal performance is found when exploiting the maximum amount
of available parallelism may seem obvious, but on many systems, it is simply
not possible to achieve this without a rebuilt software stack. Moreover, there
are a finite number of available file servers and storage targets; exploiting a
larger proportion of these may be optimal on a quiet system, but when many
tasks require I/O simultaneously, the performance may decrease due to OST
contention.

6.2

Quantifying the Performance of Contended
File Systems

On a multi-user system, with limited resources, using a large percentage of the
OSTs available may be detrimental to the rest of the system. The lscratchc file
system used in this chapter exposes 480 OSTs to the user1 . The assignment of
OSTs to files is performed at file creation time, with targets assigned at random
1 The lscratchc file system was upgraded from 360 OSTs to 480 OSTs between the experiments in Chapters 4 and 5, and the experiments in this chapter
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(based on current usage, to maintain an approximately even capacity). This
suggests that three jobs using 160 OSTs each would fully occupy the file system, if the assignment guaranteed no overlaps. However, as OSTs are assigned
randomly, for two jobs (of which the first uses 160/480 of the available OSTs)
approximately one third of the OSTs assigned to the second job will be on OSTs
in use by the first job.
✓
1) + rj

Dinuse (n) = Dinuse (n

Dinuse (n 1)
rj
Dtotal

◆

(6.1)

If each job (j 2 {1 . . . n}) requests rj OSTs, the total number of OSTs in use
(Dinuse ) after each job starts is described by Equation 6.1, where Dinuse (0) = 0.
Each time a new job starts, the number of OSTs in use increases by the size
of the request, minus the average number of OST collisions that occur. If each
job is requesting the same number of resources (R) – which may be the case if
a parameter sweep has determined that the optimal configuration is when the
maximum number of OSTs are used – then the number of OSTs in use can be
simplified to:

Dinuse = Dtotal

✓

✓

Dtotal ⇥ 1

R
Dtotal

◆n ◆

(6.2)

With these two equations the average load of each OST (Dload ) can be calculated, for any particular workload, by taking the number of stripes requested
in total, and dividing it by the number of OSTs in use. A load of 1 would
imply that each OST is only in use by a single job, whereas a higher number
would indicate that there are a number of collisions on some OSTs, potentially
resulting in a job switching overhead.

Dreq = R ⇥ n

(6.3)

Dreq
Dinuse

(6.4)

Dload =
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Dtotal = 480, R = 160

Dtotal = 480, R = 64

Jobs

Jobs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Dinuse Dreq Dload
160.000
266.667
337.778
385.185
416.790
437.860
451.907
461.271
467.514
471.676

160
320
480
640
800
960
1120
1280
1440
1600

1.000
1.200
1.421
1.662
1.919
2.192
2.478
2.775
3.080
3.392

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Dinuse Dreq Dload
64.000
119.467
167.538
209.199
245.306
276.599
303.719
327.223
347.593
365.247

64
128
192
256
320
384
448
512
576
640

1.000
1.071
1.146
1.224
1.304
1.388
1.475
1.565
1.657
1.752

Table 6.2: The average number of OSTs in use and their average load based on
the number of concurrent I/O intensive jobs.
Table 6.2 demonstrates this for the lscratchc file system where each job is
requesting the previously discovered optimal number of stripes, 160, and when
that request is reduced to 64. With 10 simultaneous I/O intensive jobs, an
average of 4 collisions will occur on each OST, though a small subset of OSTs
may well incur all 10 potential collisions (and some may incur none), reducing
the performance of the file system for every job. By reducing the size of the
stripe requests, the load is reduced, possibly avoiding many of the bottlenecks
associated with OST contention.
In order to ascertain how the OSTs in the lscratchc file system behave under
contention, a study was undertaken using a custom-written benchmark that
creates a split communicator, allowing each process to read and write to its
own file in a single MPI application. The benchmark then opens a number
of files, with the same Lustre configuration (a single 1 MB stripe). Using the
stripe offset MPI hint, the OST to use is specified such that every rank
writes to a file striped on the same target. Figure 6.3 shows the per-process
bandwidth achieved with a varying number of contended file writes.
Figure 6.3 shows the average per-task performance for concurrent tasks writing to the same OST simultaneously. The shaded area represents the estimated
performance as calculated from the single job experiment’s 95% confidence intervals and scaled linearly; as lscratchc is already a shared-user file system,
there is some variance in performance with no forced contention. The graph
shows that, as the number of jobs is increased, the performance diverges from
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Figure 6.3: The performance per-task of the lscratchc file system under contention, with the ideal upper and lower bounds.
the top of the ideal scaling line, illustrating the overhead associated with task
serialisation.
To investigate this more thoroughly, a job was submitted to Cab that created
four identical IOR executions each running simultaneously with the configuration stated in Table 6.1. Each task used 64 nodes (1,024 processes) and thus
the total job consumed 4,096 cores, and the MPI hints were specified according
to the previously discovered optimal values (Figure 6.2). As can be seen in
Figure 6.4, each individual application achieved approximately 4,500 MB/s – a
3.44⇥ reduction from the peak value (15,609 MB/s) seen in Figure 6.2.
Using the mean of five experiments, Table 6.3 and Figure 6.5 demonstrate
how reducing the number of stripes per job increases the OST availability to
the rest of the system while having a minimal e↵ect on performance. Using as
few as 32 stripes per file, the average bandwidth achieved by each of the four
applications is 3,500MB/s, but by Equation 6.2, only 115 OSTs will be in use
in the average case, providing an average OST load of ⇡1.1.
Furthermore, Table 6.3 shows that when using a stripe count of 160, there are
42 OSTs that are being contended by 3 of the 4 jobs and there are 7 OSTs being
contended by all 4. By reducing the demand to 64 stripes, the performance is
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Figure 6.4: Performance of each of 4 tasks over 5 repetitions where all tasks are
contending the file system.
R
32
64
96
128
160

Average
Total
Bandwidth Bandwidth Dreq
3654.061
3910.507
4042.980
4172.166
4541.366

14616.244
15642.026
16171.918
16688.662
18165.462

128
256
384
512
640

1

OST Usage
2
3

103.2 11.2 0.8
172.6 35.8 3.4
199.4 76.4 9.8
211.6 111.4 22.4
191.8 147.0 41.8

4
0.0
0.4
0.6
2.6
7.2

Predicted
Dinuse Dload

Actual
Dinuse Dload

115.759
209.199
283.392
341.182
385.185

115.200
212.200
286.200
348.000
387.800

1.106
1.224
1.355
1.501
1.662

1.111
1.207
1.342
1.472
1.650

Table 6.3: Average and total bandwidth achieved across four tasks for a varying
stripe size request, along with values for the average number of tasks competing
for 1, 2, 3 and 4 OSTs respectively.
reduced by ⇡14% while the number of OSTs in use is reduced by ⇡37%, leaving
more resources available for a larger number of tasks, while also reducing the
number of collisions significantly.
Although the optimal performance on lscratchc, with four competing tasks, is
still found using the maximum number of OSTs allowed, the bandwidth achieved
is almost a quarter of the previously achieved maximum. On file systems where
there are less OSTs (such as those used by Behzad et al. [10]), any job contention
will decrease the achievable performance and may be detrimental to the rest
of the system. To demonstrate this further the equations presented in this
thesis have been applied to the configuration of the Stampede supercomputer
described in [10]. Table 6.4 shows the predicted OST load for Stampede’s file
system using the optimal stripe count found by Behzad et al. for the VPIC-IO
application (128 stripes on a file system with 58 OSSs and 160 OSTs). Table 6.4
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Figure 6.5: Graphical representation of the data in Table 6.3, showing optimal
performance at 160 stripes per file, but very minor performance degradation at
just 32 stripes per file.
Dtotal = 160, R = 128
Jobs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Dinuse Dreq Dload
128.000 128
153.600 256
158.720 384
159.744 512
159.949 640
159.990 768
159.998 896
160.000 1024
160.000 1152
160.000 1280

1.000
1.667
2.419
3.205
4.001
4.800
5.600
6.400
7.200
8.000

Table 6.4: OST usage and average load for the Stampede I/O setup described
by Behzad et al. [10].
demonstrates that with only three equivalent simultaneous tasks with a similar
I/O demand, the OST load figure suggests that the majority of the OSTs are
being used by as many as two or three simultaneous tasks.

6.3

Performance Comparison: Lustre vs. PLFS

In the previous chapter, PLFS was shown to produce a noticeable performance
increase on LLNL systems under certain conditions. However, this thesis has
already demonstrated that the performance gap is reduced when using the
optimised MPI-IO driver. Furthermore, the results in the previous chapter
(Figure 5.5) show that at scale, PLFS performs worse than even the unopti-
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Figure 6.6: Achieved write bandwidth achieved for IOR through an optimised
Lustre configuration and through the PLFS MPI-IO driver.
mised UNIX file system (UFS) MPI-IO file system driver (ad ufs).
Figure 6.6 shows the performance of the lscratchc file system when running
the IOR problem described in Table 6.1 on Cab. PLFS operates by creating a
separate data and index file for each rank, in directories controlled by a hashing
function; this increases the number of file streams available and consequently
increases the number of Lustre OSTs in use. As the files are written by PLFS
through POSIX file system calls, each file is created with the system default
configuration of two 1 MB stripes per file (unless otherwise specified using the
lfs control program).
It should be noted that as PLFS creates a large number of files, with randomly placed stripes, there is a larger variance in PLFS performance. An execution running with 256 processes will create 256 data files, requiring 512 stripes.
Experimentally, this produces an average OST load of 1.58 and a bandwidth
between 3,329.9 MB/s and 11,539.4 MB/s (average 7,126.9 MB/s). Conversely,
through the Lustre driver, the variance is much lower as at most 160 stripes
will be created with no collisions between OSTs. Due to background machine
noise it is difficult to know what the load is on each OST at any given time, but
generally PLFS performs better when the number of OSTs experiencing a high
number of collisions is minimised.
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Figure 6.7: The number of OST collisions for IOR running through PLFS with
512 cores.
Figure 6.7 shows the number of OST collisions in the PLFS backend directory for the 512 cores case, for two of the five experiments. At 512 cores, the
performance of PLFS reaches its peak before Lustre begins to provide better
performance. Equation 6.2 can be amended to work for PLFS by treating each
rank as a separate task with 2 stripes (i.e. R = 2) and setting the number of
tasks (n) to the number of ranks in use.

Dinuse = Dtotal

✓

✓
Dtotal ⇥ 1

Dload =

2⇥n
Dinuse

2
Dtotal

◆n ◆

(6.5)

(6.6)

With this in mind, it becomes an inevitability that on a reasonable Lustre
file system, PLFS provides a small-scale fix, but overwhelms the file system at
higher core counts. Using Equations 6.5 and 6.6, at 512 cores on the lscratchc
file system, there is an average of 2.4 tasks using each OST, by 688 cores,
there are 3 tasks per OST (which is shown in Figure 6.3 to still provide “good”
performance); at 2,048 and 4,096 cores, the number of collisions reaches 8.53
and 17.06 respectively, which begins to saturate the file system and decreases
performance not just for the host application, but for all other users of the file
system too. Table 6.5 and Appendix G shows the numeric collision statistics
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Collisions
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
2
8
9
15
26
33
48
45
28
51
42
30
44
28
24
17
10
6
1
5
4
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

Experiment
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
4
7
10
13
18
38
46
48
33
49
42
35
46
21
18
14
9
12
3
5
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
1
2
2
5
13
21
30
34
36
38
45
32
46
34
39
27
21
14
14
4
8
8
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

5

0
0
0
0
0
1
2
10
3
16
18
21
37
33
40
51
44
41
29
34
20
22
12
11
8
11
9
3
1
2
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
7
15
18
25
29
37
48
46
46
36
33
29
25
26
17
10
9
7
5
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Dinuse
480
480
480
480
480
Dload
17.07
17.07
17.07
17.07
17.07
BW (MB/s) 3042.06 3077.16 3083.26 3084.89 3057.90

Table 6.5: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
4,096 cores.
for other application configurations. Table 6.5 specifically shows that at 4,096
cores, most OSTs are being used for the stripe data of between 10 and 23 files
and in one of the five repeated experiments, a single OST is being used by 35
competing ranks, placing a large overhead on its potential performance.

6.4

Summary

In this chapter it has been shown that current-day I/O systems perform much
better than some literature suggests [11, 24, 29]. However, this level of performance can only be achieved if the file system is being used correctly. Behzad et
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al. [9,10] suggest that on Lustre file systems, a good level of performance can be
found and that up to a point, the file system scales almost linearly. However,
due to restrictions in the version of Lustre used for the experiments in this thesis, the maximum number of OSTs that can be used is only 160; this suggests
that when problems are scaled up to millions of nodes (as may be the case for
exascale), the I/O performance will not scale. Particular versions of Lustre already scale beyond this OST limit [41], but they are not currently being used
by some of the biggest supercomputing centres (such as the OCF at LLNL).
In this chapter an exhaustive search algorithm has been used to perform
a parameter sweep to find a more performant configuration for the Lustre file
system connected to the Cab supercomputer. After finding such a configuration for a small IOR problem, the e↵ect of I/O contention on the achievable
bandwidth is analysed. This chapter uses a small problem to show the e↵ect
of contention on an easily scalable job. This analysis therefore demonstrates
what happens in the best possible case, showing that even well aligned jobs
are a↵ected heavily by contention. A series of metrics have been proposed that
capture the contention that is created by several jobs competing for a shared
resource. Section 6.2 shows that when jobs are run with an optimised configuration on a contended resource, performance drops considerably, and using
fewer resources vastly improves system availability with a minor performance
degradation.
The previous chapter explored the work of LANL and EMC2 in creating
PLFS, which has been shown to provide significant speed-ups at medium-scale.
However, this thesis has demonstrated that PLFS may be harmful to performance on Lustre file systems at large-scale. The work in this chapter provides
an explanation of this phenomenon within the framework of the provided Lustre
contention metrics.
Using the equations given, the load of each OST can be calculated for both
competing I/O intensive applications and for PLFS-based applications. With
the results from these equations, various file system purchasing decisions can be
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made; for instance, the number of OSTs can be increased in order to reduce the
OST load for a theoretically “average” I/O workload. Furthermore, the benefits
PLFS may have on an application can be calculated based on the scale at which
it will be run, as well as on the number of OSTs available for the task.
While, at the time of writing, the I/O backplanes in modern day systems
are being under-utilised, with the correct configuration options and some optimisation by application developers, acceptable performance can be achieved
with relatively little e↵ort. Making these changes to applications and file system
configurations will not only improve current scientific applications, but will also
benefit future systems and inform future I/O system developers on how to best
proceed towards exascale-class storage.
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CHAPTER

7

Discussion and Conclusions

The work presented in this thesis outlines the current and potential future state
of I/O in parallel applications. As supercomputing approaches billion-way parallelism [119], node failures will become more prevalent; failure resilience will
be required to ensure computation will continue almost uninterrupted. The
usual approach of checkpointing may not be sufficient at exascale to recover
from failures [19, 44]. However, many science codes have settled code-bases and
will therefore be resistant to significant changes in the way resilience is maintained. Additionally, checkpointing often provides additional benefits, such as
sub-problem analysis and visualisation. For this reason, work in improving storage systems is still necessary if exascale computing is to become a reality [105].
Much of the literature on improving parallel I/O is focused on changing the
way current file systems operate, to perform write operations in a way that is
more conducive to spinning hard disks, but many of the comparisons presented
are against popular file systems operating in an unoptimised fashion [11]. As
demonstrated by Behzad et al. [10] and Hedges et al. [63], much better performance can come from traditional parallel file systems like Lustre and IBM’s
General Parallel File System (GPFS). Often, large parallel systems are configured to provide “acceptable” I/O performance for a large number of concurrent
general-purpose applications but, as demonstrated in this thesis, better performance can be achieved without negatively impacting global availability, if the
workload of a parallel machine is well understood.
Specifically, Chapter 4 has demonstrated that by analysing the I/O behaviour of parallel codes, the large overhead associated with MPI and fileformatting libraries can be reduced by selecting options that are more suitable
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for an application’s I/O patterns. Through analysis with the RIOT I/O toolkit,
the inefficiencies of data-sieving were identified in two HDF-5 based applications where, through adjusting the MPI-IO driver options, performance was
improved by eliminating the “lock, read, write, unlock” cycles that data-sieving
induces. By analysing the information gathered by RIOT these bottlenecks were
identified and subsequently performance was improved by at least 2⇥.
Chapter 5 further demonstrated the applicability of RIOT to analysing the
underlying behaviour of parallel file systems. Specifically, the gains reported
by Bent et al. were investigated, showing that at low core counts, the parallel log-structured file system (PLFS) provides a boost in performance over an
unoptimised MPI-IO driver [11] – however, at scale PLFS overwhelms the Lustre file system used in this thesis. The results presented by Bent et al. show
some performance numbers for both Lustre and GPFS, but report the largest
gains on a PanFS installation, whereby specialised hardware and software is
used to boost bandwidth. For most potential users of PLFS, it is likely more
widespread file systems such as Lustre and GPFS will be in use and, as such,
Chapter 5 outlined a method for rapidly evaluating the potential performance
increase that PLFS could provide; the results in this thesis demonstrate an order
of magnitude speed-up over the default system performance for some specific
benchmarks and configurations.
The work in this thesis concluded in Chapter 6, with the comparison of the
optimised Lustre driver (ad lustre), which is often not available by default, to
the unoptimised UNIX file system driver (ad ufs). Previous work has demonstrated that better performance can be achieved with the ad lustre driver and
by exposing more of the parallelism inherent in the Lustre file system architecture [10, 76, 148]. Chapter 6 demonstrates similar results to previous studies,
similarly showing that the best performance often comes from exploiting the
maximum amount of parallelism available. This thesis has extended previous
studies to demonstrate that the use of locally optimal settings may be harmful to
global availability, where jobs that are competing for a shared resource (such as
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a parallel file system) collide with each other, reducing respective performance.
Further, this thesis has also evaluated the performance of PLFS at scale on a
Lustre file system, showing that the PLFS architecture creates large amounts
of self-contention, reducing the resources available to the entire system. The
metrics derived in Chapter 6 will allow users of large shared systems to evaluate
the impact their jobs may have on other users of the system, as well as allow
procurement decisions to be made based on an expected I/O workload.

7.1

Limitations

This thesis concentrates largely on the write performance of particular benchmarks with little discussion of improving read performance. For HPC applications the initial state is usually loaded from an input deck, and from this
point on the state is only written out to disk at particular intervals. Shan et
al. suggest that write activities dominate on parallel machines because (i) postprocessing and visualisation tasks are often performed on separate systems to
the computation; (ii) most checkpoint files are never read back; and, (iii) input
files are often very small [121]. Despite this, much of the work in this thesis
is equally applicable to improving read performance. The work in Chapter 5
focuses on PLFS, a file system designed specifically to accelerate parallel write
performance [11]. It has been shown, however, that PLFS also improves read
performance [103], and much of the work on the Lustre file system in Chapter 6
will similarly improve both read and write performance.
Another potential limitation of this thesis is the use of unoptimised MPI-IO
drivers in Chapters 4 and 5. However, the usage of the ad ufs driver – or a lack
of customised optimisation instructions – is common on large parallel systems,
and is therefore representative of how these parallel machines are typically used.
Unlike commodity clusters using GPFS file systems, there is a custom MPI-IO
driver for the BlueGene architecture (ad bgl) and its benefits were demonstrated in Chapter 4, where the BG/P achieved the highest average bandwidth
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in most experiments. For the LLNL clusters a Lustre driver was built specifically for Chapter 6 and, again, demonstrated the benefit of optimised drivers
for improving I/O throughput.
When performing experiments on a shared resource (such as a file system),
the background machine load adds variability to the results. The machines
used throughout this thesis were all production supercomputers at the time
the experiments were performed, with a range of background loads. Minerva,
being the smallest of the four systems, demonstrates the lowest variability of the
clusters due to many background serial tasks that are not I/O-intensive. The two
machines at LLNL use a shared file system, and due to the size and background
load of these machines produce variable results. Finally, the decommissioned
BG/P was not heavily loaded, but the architecture and use of aggregator nodes
added variability to its performance. To allay these problems, full numerical
data is given in the appendices, showing confidence intervals to capture the
e↵ect of background noise on the experiments performed.
One final limitation of this thesis is the small set of applications that were
used throughout. All four benchmarks used are common throughout the literature and are also often used by industry to assess parallel file system performance. Two of the benchmarks are highly configurable applications that have
been designed such that they can be made to replicate the I/O behaviour of
other science applications and the final two applications recreate the performance characteristics of two production-grade codes. These four benchmarks
are broadly representative of a large proportion of the I/O routines in many
science codes; in particular two of the benchmarks perform their I/O through
the HDF-5 library, which is widespread in science applications1 . The results
in this thesis will therefore similarly apply to other applications and systems.
Furthermore, much of the research in this thesis has been thoroughly tested
against custom-written benchmarks designed to stress-test the results in order
to demonstrate the applicability of the tools and techniques presented.
1 See

http://www.hdfgroup.org/users.html
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7.2

Future Work

The work in this thesis largely focuses on two themes: (i ) the improvement
of current generation I/O performance; and (ii ) the procurement and potential
performance of future I/O systems. Currently many users are experiencing poor
performance from their systems due to a lack of optimisation and understanding
of their applications I/O routines. Attempts have been made to bridge this gap
with the use of auto-tuning to configure the MPI-IO options to get better performance [10], but this gives little regard to the system as a whole. As the results
presented in this thesis demonstrate, a good quality of service can be achieved
with parameter tuning. To reduce the burden on application developers, this
parameter selection must be performed by the file system using some form of
auto-tuning that is workload-aware. File systems such as Lustre must improve
how resources are assigned, using some online monitoring and historical usage
data to inform how resources should be distributed. While users continue to run
their applications with “default” behaviours, the myth that current generation
I/O performance is poor will remain. Optimisations made to file systems and
applications to improve the current performance of storage systems will help
inform future system developers by identifying some of the problems that will
inevitably appear at exascale.
Procurement decisions for I/O systems currently rely on looking at the aggregate bandwidth provided by the OSSs and OSTs, and the capacity that is
required. To make more sensible decisions about procurement, the usage patterns of the file system need to be better understood. One such study into
doing this is being undertaken at the Argonne National Laboratory, using Darshan [21]. Currently the tools available either monitor an entire system with
little information about the individual jobs, or monitor a specific job with little
information about the rest of the system; by monitoring at both points, the
current usage patterns and the users needs may be better understood.
Furthermore, the e↵ects of background load upon I/O performance need
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to be better understood. On capacity clusters (where there are many smaller
jobs running simultaneously), the network and file system load can create large
variances in runtimes, and this has long proved a problem in analytical performance modelling [59, 98]. Understanding noisy environments will help to assess
the performance potential of a file system better and aid the procurement process. This issue can be partially overcome using simulation, with some form
of simulated machine noise (typically guassian) to introduce the variances that
are observed on production systems. However, the simulation platforms that
exist at the time of writing [61, 107] focus only on the compute performance at
scale on shared-user machines; these must be extended to include I/O simulation, alongside background machine noise, to truly predict how applications will
scale when they reach billion-way parallelism. Work has been done in simulating single disks and simple file systems [145] and with the addition of DiskSim,
and a simulation platform like SST [107], the communication between compute
nodes and I/O nodes can be investigated ahead of procurement, with the effect of OST placement being investigated to find smarter algorithms for data
placement and resource allocation.

7.3

The Road to Exascale

Throughout this thesis, it has remained clear that current generation I/O systems will not scale up to exascale. With this in mind, either applications need
to change how resilience is provided or storage systems require a redesign.
Many developers are reluctant to vastly change their stable codebases to
change how fault tolerance is performed in their applications, therefore checkpointing will have to improve significantly, such that it does not become a
bottleneck to performance at exascale [46]. Many of the results in this thesis
o↵er small glimpses of what may be expected of I/O at exascale. Firstly the
work in Chapter 4 shows how an extended I/O hierarchy may improve performance significantly [17]. On Daresbury’s BG/P system data was aggregated by
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Figure 7.1: The memory hierarchy with potentially two additional layers for
improved I/O performance on supercomputers.
dedicated high-performance nodes, after I/O operations had been performed on
the compute nodes, and then sent to the file system. The file system also had
a tiered architecture, where data was initial sent to fast fibre channel hard disk
drives, before being committed to SATA disks. With the ever decreasing price,
and increasing capacity, of solid state drives (SSDs), it seems likely that SSDs
may be used as burst-bu↵ers at exascale, helping to speed-match disk writes,
before data is committed to spinning disks during computation [78, 96, 138].
Figure 7.1 shows how this augmented hierarchy may look.
The work that has been presented in Chapters 5 and 6 demonstrates one
potential answer to the current I/O problem, showing that PLFS may benefit
users running at small- to medium-scale, but does so by violating constraints
in the file system (by exceeding the limit of Lustre stripes allowed). However,
at large scale or on a large capacity system, PLFS either performs poorly or
negatively impacts the rest of the file system for other users; at exascale, it is
likely that without PLFS being re-engineered, this problem will get worse.
File systems will need to adapt to the upcoming challenges of billion-way
parallelism by allowing more scalability and customisation. Load monitors may
help the file system to exploit novel heuristics to make better decisions about
where to place data blocks, reducing the risk of overloading particular storage
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targets. The equations in Chapter 6 should allow for smarter procurement decisions to be made using an approximation of performance under load. Presentday large file system installations do perform much better than some literature
would suggest, but only when used appropriately by the users. However, if users
continue to run their applications with the default I/O configuration options,
it is likely that I/O performance will continue to advance much slower than
compute performance.
Recent e↵orts into reducing the time spent writing checkpoints have focussed on determining an optimal checkpointing period, such that the minimum
amount of time is consumed by checkpointing activities to achieve a particular
level of resilience. Cappello et al. investigate the use of preventive migration
and preventive checkpointing, showing the preventive migration is better in the
short term but that at large-scale (220 nodes), both techniques will achieve
poor utilisation unless the mean time between failures is large [18]. Aupy et
al. have derived mathematic models to determine the optimum checkpointing
period with respect to time and power consumption [5].
For developers willing to change the way their fault-tolerance is provided in
their applications, the path to exascale may be clearer. While the MPI library
contains mechanisms for handling application faults [57], some researchers have
extended the MPI specification to provide more explicit fault-tolerance mechanisms [45]. However, even with MPI able to detect and continue in the presence
of faults, techniques are required to recover lost computation.
Zheng et al. describe a double checkpointing algorithm, whereby each process
is assigned a “buddy” process that they exchange an in-memory checkpoint with
at regular intervals [153]. In the event of a process failure, the buddy process
transfers a checkpoint to a new process which is swapped into the application
to replace the failed process. Dongarra et al. extend this algorithm with a
triple checkpointing algorithm that provides greater resilience at the expense of
a small additional overhead [37].
Elliot et al. outline the use of partial redundancy in MPI applications, where
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the communication routines in the MPI library are intercepted and the e↵ort is
replicated transparently to an application [43]. If a process in the system fails,
their RedMPI library begins to redirect the traffic from a redundant process
such that the application is unaware of the crashed process.
Regardless, present-day large file system installations do perform much better than some literature would suggest, but only when used appropriately by the
users. However, if users continue to run their applications with the default I/O
configuration options, it is likely that I/O performance will continue to advance
much slower than compute performance.
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RIOT Feasibility Study – Additional Results
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Figure A.1: Total runtime of RIOT overhead analysis software for the functions MPI File write() and MPI File read(), on three platforms, with three
di↵erent configurations: No RIOT tracing, POSIX RIOT tracing and complete
RIOT tracing.
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Figure A.2: Total runtime of RIOT overhead analysis software for the functions
MPI File write at all() and MPI File read at all(), on three platforms,
with three di↵erent configurations: No RIOT tracing, POSIX RIOT tracing
and complete RIOT tracing.
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Table A.1: Incidence of MPI File * function calls in 9 application suites, benchmarks and I/O libraries.
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Tracing

24

Minerva
48
96

MPI File write()
None
44.00 84.84
POSIX
44.22 93.05
All
44.36 84.66
Change (%) 0.82 0.21
MPI File write all()
None
26.65 51.64
POSIX
26.17 51.95
All
26.99 50.66
Change (%) 1.28 1.92
MPI File write at all()
None
12.86 26.00
POSIX
11.81 28.27
All
13.20 27.08
Change (%) 2.59 4.16
MPI File read()
None
7.46 12.17
POSIX
6.73 11.99
All
7.05 12.46
Change (%) 5.52 2.37
MPI File read all()
None
21.64 26.29
POSIX
19.85 27.17
All
20.67 26.62
Change (%) 4.50 1.22
MPI File read at all()
None
2.60 3.76
POSIX
2.33 3.79
All
2.14 3.70
Change (%) 17.58 1.78

24
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48

96

32

BG/P
64

128

156.75
150.72
155.48
0.81

45.71
40.44
46.33
1.35

64.49 119.72
67.07 113.41
70.72 104.61
9.67 12.63

71.68 112.17 173.02
68.99 113.52 299.38
69.00 98.76 209.22
3.74 11.95 20.92

101.61
101.08
99.95
1.64

39.58 76.12 124.45
38.59 68.44 131.63
38.11 64.32 127.30
3.70 15.50
2.29

71.37 100.51 137.85
70.59 100.93 135.17
70.70 100.09 139.02
0.95
0.42 0.85

55.31
55.39
54.51
1.44

37.61
36.64
36.27
3.57

62.16
61.48
60.78
2.22

70.12
70.87
72.06
2.77

25.30
25.10
26.10
3.16

1.79
7.91
5.43
7.64
2.36
5.00
32.11 36.78

7.87
7.92
12.82
62.98

48.09
48.45
48.41
0.67

57.67 183.73
57.27 190.51
57.60 179.90
0.13 2.08

41.45
42.31
41.24
0.51

15.67
18.63
16.99
8.43

28.06
24.73
25.74
8.29

53.38
58.97
63.82
19.56

57.86
56.27
58.97
1.91

68.32 205.37
64.52 211.50
68.57 209.91
0.37 2.21

4.94
4.55
3.54
4.72
4.83
6.26
2.21 37.58

6.55
5.56
5.31
18.96

36.89
36.45
38.53
4.44

38.89
39.97
40.63
4.47

6.42
5.87
5.60
12.74

70.60 129.59
63.91 109.65
73.06 140.14
3.48
8.14

97.41
98.30
96.96
0.46

43.20
44.06
45.33
4.93

Table A.2: Average time (s) to perform one hundred 4 MB operations: without
RIOT, with only POSIX tracing and with complete MPI and POSIX RIOT
tracing. The change in time is shown between full RIOT tracing and no RIOT
tracing.
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B

Numeric Data for Perceived and E↵ective Bandwidth

Perceived MPI
B/W
95% CI

Cores

E↵ective MPI
B/W
95% CI

E↵ective POSIX
B/W
95% CI

Minerva
12
24
48
96
192
384

34.920
44.742
57.940
65.293
62.171
61.051

(26.942,
(41.636,
(51.178,
(58.449,
(56.461,
(51.638,

42.899)
47.848)
64.702)
72.137)
67.882)
70.464)

2.907
1.806
1.064
0.612
0.314
0.155

(2.243,
(1.702,
(0.993,
(0.568,
(0.285,
(0.131,

3.571) 11.105
1.911) 4.916
1.134) 2.335
0.656) 1.077
0.343) 0.524
0.178) 0.244

46.988
60.227
71.567
73.738
108.503
163.115
177.109
159.163

(45.605, 48.371)
(57.508, 62.945)
(67.811, 75.323)
(67.218, 80.259)
(101.225, 115.780)
(155.688, 170.541)
(170.777, 183.441)
(152.303, 166.023)

3.914
2.507
1.489
0.767
0.559
0.413
0.225
0.102

(3.799,
(2.394,
(1.411,
(0.699,
(0.521,
(0.394,
(0.219,
(0.098,

4.030)
2.621)
1.568)
0.834)
0.596)
0.433)
0.232)
0.107)

4.173
2.693
1.590
0.836
0.620
0.513
0.273
0.121

141.436
255.139
424.403
502.093
490.853
246.878

(135.834,
(245.034,
(407.594,
(482.207,
(471.412,
(237.101,

4.802
4.328
3.583
2.077
1.016
0.250

(4.611,
(4.157,
(3.441,
(1.995,
(0.975,
(0.240,

4.992)
4.500)
3.725)
2.159)
1.056)
0.260)

29.302
26.960
23.886
12.171
5.079
2.398

(8.640, 13.571)
(4.234, 5.597)
(1.737, 2.934)
(0.893, 1.261)
(0.505, 0.543)
(0.208, 0.281)

Sierra
12
24
48
96
192
384
768
1536

(4.047,
(2.578,
(1.507,
(0.757,
(0.577,
(0.469,
(0.273,
(0.119,

4.299)
2.809)
1.674)
0.915)
0.663)
0.557)
0.274)
0.122)

BG/P
32
64
128
256
512
1024

147.037)
265.244)
441.211)
521.978)
510.293)
256.656)

(28.141, 30.462)
(25.892, 28.028)
(22.940, 24.832)
(11.689, 12.653)
(4.877, 5.280)
(2.303, 2.493)

Table B.1: Perceived MPI, e↵ective MPI and e↵ective POSIX bandwidths for
IOR through HDF-5 on Minerva, Sierra and BG/P.
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Numeric Data for Perceived and E↵ective Bandwidth

Cores

B/W

Perceived MPI
95% CI

E↵ective MPI
B/W
95% CI

E↵ective POSIX
B/W
95% CI

Minerva
12
24
48
96
192
384

127.875
109.681
131.647
142.439
142.493
164.584

(119.601,
(96.938,
(119.650,
(130.622,
(131.716,
(157.378,

136.148) 10.655
122.424) 4.569
143.645) 2.742
154.256) 1.483
153.270) 0.742
171.790) 0.429

(9.966, 11.345) 18.465 (16.925, 20.004)
(4.039, 5.100) 9.175 (8.112, 10.239)
(2.493, 2.992) 6.139
(5.394, 6.883)
(1.360, 1.606) 3.201
(3.043, 3.360)
(0.686, 0.798) 1.546
(1.433, 1.659)
(0.410, 0.447) 0.874
(0.844, 0.903)

207.496
220.744
205.559
227.694
234.375
274.170
273.953
308.307

(159.452,
(163.499,
(164.239,
(225.807,
(209.612,
(241.217,
(256.134,
(285.644,

255.540) 17.290 (13.287, 21.293) 33.002 (25.311, 40.692)
277.989) 9.197 (6.812, 11.581) 19.090 (13.827, 24.354)
246.880) 4.282
(3.422, 5.143) 10.768 (8.950, 12.586)
229.580) 2.371
(2.349, 2.392) 7.015
(6.333, 7.698)
259.138) 1.221
(1.092, 1.350) 3.714
(3.545, 3.883)
307.124) 0.714
(0.628, 0.800) 2.532
(2.187, 2.876)
291.771) 0.357
(0.333, 0.380) 1.327
(1.251, 1.403)
330.969) 0.201
(0.186, 0.215) 0.622
(0.592, 0.652)

141.099
247.044
402.305
472.961
483.548
245.878

(135.511, 46.687)
(237.260, 256.829)
(386.371, 418.238)
(454.229, 491.693)
(464.397, 502.699)
(236.140, 255.616)

Sierra
12
24
48
96
192
384
768
1536
BG/P
32
64
128
256
512
1024

4.421
3.870
3.150
1.851
0.949
0.240

(4.246,
(3.717,
(3.025,
(1.777,
(0.911,
(0.231,

4.596)
4.023)
3.274)
1.924)
0.986)
0.250)

30.101
26.799
23.680
12.405
5.659
2.298

(28.909, 31.293)
(25.738, 27.860)
(22.742, 24.617)
(11.914, 12.896)
(5.435, 5.883)
(2.207, 2.389)

Table B.2: Perceived MPI, e↵ective MPI and e↵ective POSIX bandwidths for
IOR through MPI-IO on Minerva, Sierra and BG/P.

Cores

B/W

Perceived MPI
95% CI

E↵ective MPI
B/W
95% CI

E↵ective POSIX
B/W
95% CI

Minerva
12
24
48
96
192
384

47.618
41.117
58.350
64.538
80.422
80.507

(44.166,
(37.282,
(51.025,
(50.901,
(74.442,
(75.378,

51.070)
44.952)
65.674)
78.176)
86.401)
85.635)

3.965
1.693
1.205
0.663
0.412
0.206

(3.678,
(1.543,
(1.054,
(0.520,
(0.382,
(0.190,

4.252) 12.387
1.844) 3.181
1.357) 1.840
0.806) 0.971
0.443) 0.578
0.222) 0.292

(8.558, 16.217)
(3.041, 3.322)
(1.587, 2.093)
(0.767, 1.176)
(0.531, 0.625)
(0.257, 0.328)

Sierra
12
24
48
96
192
384
768
1536

147.348
134.902
154.352
135.228
132.892
125.428
134.317
129.882

(142.026,
(119.046,
(145.217,
(128.708,
(127.572,
(121.639,
(126.149,
(118.563,

152.669) 10.616 (10.080, 11.152) 27.228 (23.044, 31.412)
150.757) 5.511
(4.890, 6.132) 12.541 (10.025, 15.058)
163.488) 3.098
(2.903, 3.293) 5.483
(5.281, 5.685)
141.748) 1.385
(1.322, 1.447) 2.218
(2.151, 2.285)
138.212) 0.685
(0.658, 0.712) 1.179
(1.152, 1.206)
129.217) 0.323
(0.313, 0.333) 0.528
(0.507, 0.548)
142.485) 0.172
(0.161, 0.182) 0.246
(0.238, 0.255)
141.200) 0.084
(0.079, 0.090) 0.106
(0.100, 0.112)

172.849
278.380
361.356
555.880
579.125
213.647

(166.003,
(267.355,
(347.044,
(533.864,
(556.188,
(205.185,

179.695)
289.405)
375.667)
577.896)
602.061)
222.109)

BG/P
32
64
128
256
512
1024

5.635
4.515
2.903
2.220
1.151
0.210

(5.412,
(4.336,
(2.788,
(2.132,
(1.106,
(0.201,

5.858)
4.694)
3.018)
2.308)
1.197)
0.218)

28.985
23.845
19.857
15.836
7.332
2.148

(27.837, 30.133)
(22.901, 24.790)
(19.070, 20.643)
(15.209, 16.463)
(7.041, 7.622)
(2.063, 2.233)

Table B.3: Perceived MPI, e↵ective MPI and e↵ective POSIX bandwidths for
FLASH-IO through HDF-5 on Minerva, Sierra and BG/P.
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Numeric Data for Perceived and E↵ective Bandwidth

Cores

B/W

Perceived MPI
95% CI

B/W

E↵ective MPI
95% CI

B/W

E↵ective POSIX
95% CI

Minerva
1
4
16
64
256

680.528
375.478
252.887
233.456
173.696

(645.412,
(333.395,
(203.750,
(214.638,
(163.691,

715.643) 680.528 (645.412, 715.643) 1134.095 (1041.052, 1227.139)
417.561) 94.264 (83.570, 104.958) 605.905
(499.718, 712.092)
302.025) 15.883
(12.795, 18.972) 218.024
(170.025, 266.023)
252.275)
3.651
(3.356, 3.946)
80.091
(71.018, 89.163)
183.700)
0.678
(0.639, 0.718)
19.049
(17.748, 20.349)

220.643
210.142
212.486
126.102
115.191
96.632

(210.264,
(191.608,
(164.552,
(120.729,
(107.091,
(88.439,

231.022) 220.643 (210.264, 231.022)
228.675) 52.576
(47.922, 57.229)
260.420) 13.346
(10.324, 16.368)
131.474)
1.970
(1.887, 2.054)
123.291)
0.450
(0.418, 0.482)
104.825)
0.094
(0.086, 0.102)

Sierra
1
4
16
64
256
1024

235.509
294.799
155.754
41.970
7.977
1.555

(222.126, 248.892)
(265.016, 324.582)
(123.069, 188.439)
(38.573, 45.368)
(7.511, 8.443)
(1.443, 1.667)

132.102
49.056
21.102
8.746

(126.870, 137.334)
(47.113, 50.999)
(20.266, 21.938)
(8.400, 9.093)

BG/P
16
64
256
1024

84.149
(80.816, 87.482)
151.457 (145.458, 157.455)
278.103 (267.089, 289.118)
504.126 (484.160, 524.092)

5.373
2.877
8.578
3.447

(5.161,
(2.763,
(8.238,
(3.310,

5.586)
2.991)
8.917)
3.583)

Table B.4: Perceived MPI, e↵ective MPI and e↵ective POSIX bandwidths for
BT class C on Minerva, Sierra and BG/P.

Cores

B/W

Perceived MPI
95% CI

E↵ective MPI
B/W
95% CI

E↵ective POSIX
B/W
95% CI

Minerva
16
64
256

304.569 (198.904, 410.234) 19.044 (12.338, 25.750) 444.626 (394.055, 495.197)
437.006 (431.559, 442.452) 6.830
(6.745, 6.916) 167.190 (153.586, 180.794)
382.567 (364.322, 400.813) 1.494
(1.423, 1.565) 47.438
(43.525, 51.351)

Sierra
16
64
256
1024
4096

155.918
135.191
141.174
133.270
118.793

(146.865,
(127.960,
(136.546,
(130.813,
(109.880,

164.971)
142.422)
145.803)
135.728)
127.705)

9.760
2.113
0.551
0.130
0.029

(8.629, 10.892) 122.848 (116.058, 129.637)
(2.000, 2.226) 59.092
(53.286, 64.898)
(0.533, 0.570) 13.832
(13.603, 14.061)
(0.128, 0.133)
2.874
(2.698, 3.049)
(0.027, 0.031)
0.585
(0.543, 0.628)

Table B.5: Perceived MPI, e↵ective MPI and e↵ective POSIX bandwidths for
BT class D on Minerva and Sierra.
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C

FLASH-IO Analysis and Optimisation Data

12

24

48

96

192

384

Data Written (MB)
2460.540 4921.067 9842.121 19684.229 39368.445
78736.878
MPI File write() calls
373
733
1453
2893
5773
11533
POSIX write() calls
5173
10333
20653
41293
82573
165133
POSIX read() calls
5088
10176
20352
40704
81408
162816
Locks requested
5088
10176
20352
40704
81408
162816
MPI write time (s)
623.911 2929.945 8320.767 31598.843 95974.556 384706.897
POSIX write time (s)
218.345 1550.154 5467.534 21533.644 68600.040 274331.768
POSIX read time (s)
220.656 885.581 2474.529 9005.330 26156.646 108415.408
Lock time (s)
183.823 485.925 374.036 1050.601 1199.257
1922.617
Unlock time (s)
0.100
6.292
0.861
1.698
3.439
6.732

Table C.1: MPI and POSIX function statistics for FLASH-IO on Minerva.

12

24

48

96

Data Written (MB)
2460.540 4921.067 9842.121 19684.229
MPI File write() calls
373
743
1453
2893
POSIX write() calls
5173
10333
20653
41293
POSIX read() calls
5088
10176
20352
40704
Locks requested
5088
10176
20352
40704
MPI write time (s)
232.368 905.980 3190.456 14248.187
POSIX write time (s) 2460.540 4921.067 9842.121 19684.229
POSIX read time (s) 2118.813 4491.588 9108.378 18388.578
Lock time (s)
2.492
5.993
12.581
26.313
Unlock time (s)
2.486
5.953
11.853
21.604

Table C.2: MPI and POSIX function statistics for FLASH-IO on Sierra 12 to
96 cores.

192
Data Written (MB)
MPI File write() calls
POSIX write() calls
POSIX read() calls
Locks requested
MPI write time (s)
POSIX write time (s)
POSIX read time (s)
Lock time (s)
Unlock time (s)

384

768

1536

39368.445 78736.878 157473.742 314947.472
7633
15203
27112
46942
82573
165133
330252
660492
81408
162816
325632
651264
81408
162816
325632
651264
57538.796 244006.624 918510.086 3777346.881
39368.445 78736.878 157473.742 314947.472
38071.639 75773.789 155339.023 313195.438
74.785
198.840
615.579
2409.944
64.528
121.028
304.644
1057.103

Table C.3: MPI and POSIX function statistics for FLASH-IO on Sierra 192 to
1536 cores.
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FLASH-IO Analysis and Optimisation Data

32

64

128

256

512

1024

Data Written (MB)
6558.887 13120.292 26243.103 52488.725 104979.968 209962.454
MPI File write() calls
1011
1971
3891
7731
15411
30771
POSIX write() calls
1971
3891
7731
15411
30771
61491
POSIX read() calls
0
0
0
0
0
0
Locks requested
1971
3891
7731
15411
30771
61491
MPI write time (s)
1163.928 2905.728 9039.741 23642.281 91188.504 1001093.819
POSIX write time (s)
226.287
550.226 1321.619 3314.475 14318.643
97742.674
POSIX read time (s)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
Lock time (s)
24.593
47.661
103.852
136.110
251.895
1012.799
Unlock time (s)
3.877
8.003
17.224
22.775
27.985
49.410

Table C.4: MPI and POSIX function statistics for FLASH-IO on BG/P.

Cores

B/W

Original
95% CI

B/W

DS o↵
95% CI

B/W

DS o↵, CB on
95% CI

Minerva
12
24
48
96
192
384

119.725
126.640
129.594
141.710
141.796
137.442

(115.730,
(110.132,
(120.512,
(138.635,
(130.662,
(133.356,

123.720)
143.148)
138.676)
144.785)
152.930)
141.528)

259.342
248.891
260.645
266.396
265.169
268.473

(251.667,
(217.405,
(244.414,
(241.769,
(254.324,
(256.129,

267.017)
280.377)
276.876)
291.023)
276.014)
280.816)

231.090
262.451
283.877
302.803
309.424
310.508

(187.192,
(252.218,
(271.360,
(289.431,
(287.468,
(302.516,

274.989)
272.684)
296.393)
316.174)
331.380)
318.501)

268.676
199.376
222.221
240.606
298.036
275.910

(238.434,
(175.188,
(220.018,
(217.310,
(291.031,
(261.112,

298.918)
223.564)
224.423)
263.902)
305.040)
290.708)

352.054
276.024
318.886
362.012
467.650
501.472

(330.295,
(258.802,
(306.690,
(336.092,
(436.188,
(463.454,

373.813)
293.246)
331.081)
387.932)
499.112)
539.490)

334.271
344.338
404.295
471.701
549.125
448.509

(320.138,
(316.827,
(385.334,
(448.554,
(523.263,
(427.101,

348.404)
371.849)
423.256)
494.848)
574.986)
469.917)

Sierra
12
24
48
96
192
384

Table C.5: FLASH-IO performance on Minerva and Sierra with collective bu↵ering and data sieving optimisation options.
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D

LDPLFS Source Code Examples

ssize_t write ( int fd , const void * buf , size_t count ) {
ssize_t ret ;
// check if fd is a plfs file or a normal file

if ( plfs_files . find ( fd ) != plfs_files . end ()) {
// if the file is a plfs file ,
//
find its current virtual offset

off_t offset = lseek ( fd , 0 , SEEK_CUR );
// perform plfs write operation

ret = plfs_write ( plfs_files . find ( fd ) - > second - > fd ,
( const char *) buf , count , offset , getpid ());
// update the virtual offset

lseek ( fd , ret , SEEK_CUR );
} else {
// perform a standard write on a normal file

ret = __real_write ( fd , buf , count );
}
return ret ;
}

Listing D.1: Source code for the write() function in LDPLFS.

int close ( int fd ) {
// check if fd is a plfs file or not

if ( plfs_files . find ( fd ) != plfs_files . end ()) {
// only close the PLFS file if fd hasn ’t been duplicated

if (! isDuplicated ( fd )) {
// close the file and remove it from the book keeping

plfs_close ( plfs_files . find ( fd ) - > second - > fd , getpid () ,
getuid () , plfs_files . find ( fd ) - > second - > mode ,
NULL );
delete plfs_files . find ( fd ) - > second - > path ;
delete plfs_files . find ( fd ) - > second ;
}
// remove fd from book keeping

plfs_files . erase ( fd );
}
// close either a real file or the ‘ virtual file ’

int ret = __real_close ( fd );
return ret ;
}

Listing D.2: Source code the close() function in LDPLFS.
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LDPLFS Source Code Examples

int open ( const char * path , int flags , ...) {
int ret ;
char * cpath = resolvePath ( path );
// determine if the path given is in a plfs mount

if ( is_plfs_path ( cpath )) {
mode_t mode ;
if (( flags & O_CREAT ) == O_CREAT ) {
va_list argf ;
va_start ( argf , flags );
mode = va_arg ( argf , mode_t );
va_end ( argf );
} else {
int m = plfs_mode ( cpath , & mode );
}
// create a plfs file pointer

plfs_file * tmp = new plfs_file ();
// open the given file using the plfs open command

int err = plfs_open (&( tmp - > fd ) , cpath ,
flags , getpid () , mode , NULL );
// in the event of an error , set errno correctly .

if ( err != 0) {
errno = - err ; // invert errorcode correctly .
ret = -1;
delete tmp ;
} else {
// create a tmp file to store seek information

ret = fileno ( __real _tmpfil e ());
tmp - > path = new std :: string ( cpath );
tmp - > mode = flags ;
// add the pairing to a hash table

plfs_files . insert (
std :: pair < int , plfs_file * >( ret , tmp ));
}
} else {
// treat as a standard file

if (( flags & O_CREAT ) == O_CREAT ) {
va_list argf ;
va_start ( argf , flags );
mode_t mode = va_arg ( argf , mode_t );
va_end ( argf );
ret = __real_open ( path , flags , mode );
} else {
ret = __real_open ( path , flags );
}
}
free ( cpath );
return ret ;
}

Listing D.3: Source code for the open() function in LDPLFS.
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LDPLFS Numeric Data

Nodes

B/W

ad ufs
95% CI

B/W

PLFS
95% CI

Read
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

FUSE
174.153 (153.315, 194.991) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
180.987 (176.741, 185.234) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
200.636 (194.517, 206.756) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
204.591 (199.800, 209.381) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
197.569 (179.152, 215.987) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
200.377 (188.224, 212.531) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
192.005 (185.070, 198.940) ad plfs
LDPLFS

132.702
184.471
170.047
173.380
194.687
193.223
205.273
216.168
209.455
216.165
216.047
218.693
200.321
204.896
217.068
193.445
195.587
208.442
202.738
201.505
215.595

(122.900,
(169.849,
(149.238,
(160.506,
(179.015,
(172.575,
(195.698,
(209.079,
(202.026,
(212.248,
(212.250,
(215.405,
(176.539,
(182.338,
(215.258,
(176.928,
(179.690,
(192.302,
(198.525,
(192.903,
(213.859,

142.503)
199.094)
190.856)
186.254)
210.360)
213.871)
214.848)
223.257)
216.884)
220.083)
219.845)
221.981)
224.103)
227.453)
218.878)
209.962)
211.485)
224.583)
206.951)
210.107)
217.331)

FUSE
115.951 (104.492, 127.410) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
131.026 (103.939, 158.114) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
123.323 (96.784, 149.862) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
153.378 (127.400, 179.357) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
167.082 (162.040, 172.124) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
145.436 (136.966, 153.907) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
154.127 (141.509, 166.745) ad plfs
LDPLFS

62.947
138.206
106.517
91.774
148.143
155.341
108.932
131.954
136.569
124.776
176.427
153.583
139.542
184.252
159.486
137.018
183.427
173.023
122.871
186.549
190.150

(58.815, 67.079)
(117.090, 159.322)
(70.634, 142.399)
(64.647, 118.901)
(138.184, 158.103)
(136.122, 174.559)
(103.186, 114.677)
(126.243, 137.666)
(131.707, 141.431)
(98.018, 151.533)
(169.889, 182.965)
(125.570, 181.596)
(122.410, 156.675)
(178.311, 190.192)
(138.883, 180.088)
(127.210, 146.826)
(178.636, 188.219)
(161.362, 184.684)
(120.504, 125.237)
(181.085, 192.013)
(186.756, 193.544)

Write
1

2

4

8

16

32

64

Table E.1: Read and write performance of PLFS through FUSE, the ad plfs
MPI-IO driver and LDPLFS compared to the standard ad ufs MPI-IO driver
on Minerva, using 1 core per node.
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LDPLFS Numeric Data

Nodes

B/W

ad ufs
95% CI

B/W

PLFS
95% CI

Read
1

76.458

2

112.283

4

140.725

8

151.341

16

164.695

32

160.321

64

173.786

FUSE
(69.306, 83.609) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(105.157, 119.410) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(136.685, 144.765) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(144.449, 158.233) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(156.390, 172.999) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(145.501, 175.140) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(163.189, 184.383) ad plfs
LDPLFS

51.996
169.281
178.569
79.251
205.034
207.050
118.506
216.213
213.887
156.072
215.321
219.013
182.058
213.500
214.439
191.395
218.613
218.425
193.368
219.345
217.369

(50.600, 53.393)
(161.425, 177.137)
(172.671, 184.466)
(76.315, 82.188)
(197.616, 212.453)
(192.733, 221.367)
(112.562, 124.450)
(212.995, 219.431)
(208.873, 218.900)
(151.289, 160.855)
(211.779, 218.864)
(217.735, 220.290)
(180.030, 184.087)
(205.120, 221.881)
(211.739, 217.139)
(182.814, 199.976)
(217.969, 219.256)
(216.898, 219.953)
(182.256, 204.480)
(216.882, 221.809)
(215.761, 218.977)

FUSE
(43.887, 73.766) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(42.369, 61.594) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(68.094, 82.225) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(76.931, 88.801) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(123.676, 139.099) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(104.467, 152.821) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(151.144, 169.382) ad plfs
LDPLFS

59.829
131.404
100.627
69.101
91.449
92.688
86.946
109.437
103.375
105.507
133.665
125.284
113.819
163.389
140.184
113.880
174.800
158.293
90.344
184.219
163.318

(56.688, 62.971)
(117.308, 145.500)
(91.149, 110.104)
(65.868, 72.335)
(77.016, 105.882)
(89.200, 96.177)
(84.810, 89.081)
(100.339, 118.535)
(94.687, 112.063)
(102.064, 108.949)
(125.743, 141.587)
(122.299, 128.269)
(112.163, 115.475)
(157.067, 169.711)
(138.104, 142.263)
(107.410, 120.351)
(161.922, 187.679)
(156.781, 159.805)
(88.655, 92.033)
(171.440, 196.998)
(161.144, 165.492)

Write
1

58.826

2

51.981

4

75.159

8

82.866

16

131.388

32

128.644

64

160.263

Table E.2: Read and write performance of PLFS through FUSE, the ad plfs
MPI-IO driver and LDPLFS compared to the standard ad ufs MPI-IO driver
on Minerva, using 2 cores per node.
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LDPLFS Numeric Data

Nodes

B/W

ad ufs
95% CI

B/W

PLFS
95% CI

Read
1

87.556

2

110.367

4

131.679

8

149.701

16

163.049

32

171.889

64

165.700

FUSE
(74.016, 101.097) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(99.314, 121.420) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(115.139, 148.218) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(139.861, 159.542) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(156.890, 169.208) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(163.390, 180.387) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(147.207, 184.194) ad plfs
LDPLFS

72.647
159.387
132.534
113.900
185.589
174.380
151.274
209.524
186.016
115.713
212.314
189.479
175.760
210.180
202.981
165.813
209.694
198.946
167.750
215.947
206.272

(68.509, 76.785)
(150.973, 167.800)
(98.890, 166.178)
(110.046, 117.754)
(163.692, 207.486)
(146.030, 202.730)
(141.944, 160.604)
(202.633, 216.416)
(166.381, 205.652)
(112.006, 119.420)
(206.274, 218.354)
(170.760, 208.198)
(171.247, 180.272)
(204.446, 215.914)
(192.125, 213.837)
(153.764, 177.862)
(204.347, 215.040)
(186.768, 211.124)
(159.057, 176.444)
(212.615, 219.280)
(199.712, 212.833)

FUSE
(79.106, 98.650) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(84.651, 119.043) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(77.047, 92.254) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(69.041, 96.118) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(104.910, 118.872) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(119.148, 126.461) ad plfs
LDPLFS
FUSE
(125.213, 137.628) ad plfs
LDPLFS

58.888
118.508
89.247
62.316
132.943
99.963
60.640
129.401
108.328
52.533
146.761
131.950
76.339
162.167
146.053
125.411
159.126
147.484
104.973
176.809
158.409

(50.195, 67.580)
(98.583, 138.433)
(66.860, 111.635)
(60.470, 64.162)
(100.633, 165.253)
(91.592, 108.333)
(47.694, 73.586)
(116.887, 141.915)
(98.829, 117.827)
(48.067, 56.999)
(135.788, 157.733)
(117.438, 146.461)
(71.192, 81.485)
(153.775, 170.558)
(134.681, 157.425)
(122.552, 128.270)
(154.316, 163.937)
(142.124, 152.844)
(96.186, 113.760)
(169.651, 183.966)
(155.963, 160.855)

Write
1

88.878

2

101.847

4

84.651

8

82.580

16

111.891

32

122.804

64

131.420

Table E.3: Read and write performance of PLFS through FUSE, the ad plfs
MPI-IO driver and LDPLFS compared to the standard ad ufs MPI-IO driver
on Minerva, using 4 cores per node.
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LDPLFS Numeric Data

Cores

B/W

ad ufs
95% CI

4

317.570 (265.909, 369.231)

16

449.537 (438.342, 460.731)

64

390.245 (353.780, 426.710)

256

327.010 (326.834, 327.186)

1024

264.995 (255.185, 274.805)

B/W
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS

330.930
339.713
613.103
628.990
1653.827
1487.917
3722.670
2846.797
3021.910
3074.595

PLFS
95% CI
(330.028, 331.832)
(313.237, 366.190)
(565.199, 661.008)
(586.299, 671.681)
(1546.650, 1761.004)
(1426.418, 1549.415)
(3527.516, 3917.824)
(2409.288, 3284.305)
(1929.717, 4114.103)
(2388.605, 3760.585)

Table E.4: Write performance in BT class C for PLFS through the ad plfs
MPI-IO driver and LDPLFS compared to the standard ad ufs MPI-IO driver
on Sierra.

Cores
64
256
1024
4096

B/W

ad ufs
95% CI

B/W

ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
449.895 (390.521, 509.269)
LDPLFS
ad plfs
251.987 (239.848, 264.125)
LDPLFS
ad plfs
284.315 (273.173, 295.457)
LDPLFS
321.480 (180.948, 462.012)

1348.010
1155.093
2876.855
2211.220
264.223
231.193
1565.760
1548.845

PLFS
95% CI
(1280.434, 1415.586)
(996.537, 1313.650)
(2711.829, 3041.881)
(2085.182, 2337.258)
(228.386, 300.060)
(160.736, 301.651)
(1554.471, 1577.049)
(1526.982, 1570.708)

Table E.5: Write performance in BT class D for PLFS through the ad plfs
MPI-IO driver and LDPLFS compared to the standard ad ufs MPI-IO driver
on Sierra.

Nodes

B/W

ad ufs
95% CI

1

332.150 (323.457, 340.842)

2

234.704 (207.942, 261.466)

4

323.962 (280.407, 367.516)

8

382.921 (368.875, 396.967)

16

406.641 (374.487, 438.794)

32

439.282 (422.463, 456.102)

64

464.171 (427.776, 500.566)

128

477.430 (465.562, 489.298)

256

518.736 (485.697, 551.776)

B/W
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS
ad plfs
LDPLFS

282.513
308.306
677.992
563.059
1073.471
1023.501
1468.949
1458.562
1642.854
1632.436
1284.342
1224.472
709.821
714.732
201.701
378.024
183.701
204.371

PLFS
95% CI
(272.341, 292.685)
(293.990, 322.622)
(658.070, 697.913)
(540.204, 585.914)
(1032.116, 1114.825)
(965.397, 1081.605)
(1405.361, 1532.538)
(1375.307, 1541.817)
(1548.991, 1736.718)
(1575.404, 1689.467)
(1238.790, 1329.894)
(1192.328, 1256.616)
(698.345, 721.296)
(707.204, 722.260)
(95.634, 307.769)
(365.059, 390.988)
(130.657, 236.746)
(195.527, 213.215)

Table E.6: Write performance in FLASH-IO for PLFS through the ad plfs
MPI-IO driver and LDPLFS compared to the standard ad ufs MPI-IO driver
on Sierra.
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F

Optimality Search Numeric Data

Stripe
Size (MB)
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256

1

2

4

8

242.20
216.35
212.47
222.50
215.28
192.90
216.00
229.82
192.05

313.02
318.84
278.69
307.35
347.28
284.25
398.92
387.00
394.92

562.23
544.99
591.76
607.45
539.68
654.65
764.62
767.69
808.21

972.19
936.85
1016.44
1011.24
1135.96
1339.34
1522.98
1492.31
1554.25

Stripe Count
16
32
1202.30
1365.31
1620.91
1786.70
2155.92
2407.39
3057.95
2993.44
3006.16

1932.38
2343.35
2916.30
3318.84
3899.88
4051.20
4079.76
4063.87
4250.09

64

128

160

2910.96
3899.43
4280.74
4696.76
6152.11
6745.11
7770.03
7114.70
8005.93

4071.30
5310.18
5852.94
7106.03
8684.13
11288.24
13621.08
13799.54
13519.03

4074.45
6009.99
7956.12
9467.26
11285.07
13884.42
14768.08
15609.38
14753.50

Table F.1: Numerical data for Figure 6.2, displaying bandwidth achieved by
IOR on 1,024 cores, while varying Lustre stripe size and stripe count.

Tasks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

B/W

Achieved
95% CI

B/W

Ideal
95% CI

211.265 (156.310, 266.220) 211.265 (156.310, 266.220)
90.777 (76.506, 105.049) 105.632 (78.155, 133.110)
84.758 (64.103, 105.413) 70.422
(52.103, 88.740)
54.092
(43.168, 65.017) 52.816
(39.077, 66.555)
42.952
(35.381, 50.523) 42.253
(31.262, 53.244)
36.591
(30.655, 42.528) 35.211
(26.052, 44.370)
29.626
(21.640, 37.611) 30.181
(22.330, 38.031)
25.393
(24.602, 26.184) 26.408
(19.539, 33.277)
21.458
(18.787, 24.129) 23.474
(17.368, 29.580)
17.964
(16.566, 19.362) 21.126
(15.631, 26.622)
16.608
(15.237, 17.978) 19.206
(14.210, 24.202)
15.939
(13.847, 18.030) 17.605
(13.026, 22.185)
14.231
(12.610, 15.852) 16.251
(12.024, 20.478)
13.299
(12.245, 14.352) 15.090
(11.165, 19.016)
12.768
(11.977, 13.559) 14.084
(10.421, 17.748)
10.048
(9.446, 10.650) 13.204
(9.769, 16.639)

Table F.2: Numerical data for Figure 6.3, displaying bandwidth per task under
contention, along with the idealised values.
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G

PLFS Performance and Stripe Collision Data

Collisions
0

1

2

32

32

Experiment
3
32

4

5

32

32

Dinuse
32
32
32
32
32
Dload
1.00 1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
BW (MB/s) 424.67 802.4 1175.22 259.56 1102.96

Table G.1: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
16 cores.

Collisions
0
1
2

1
60
2
0

Experiment
2
3
52
6
0

57
2
1

4

5

64
0
0

57
2
1

Dinuse
62
58
60
64
60
Dload
1.03
1.10
1.07
1.0
1.07
BW (MB/s) 1052.73 562.23 640.72 736.52 644.43

Table G.2: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
32 cores.

Collisions
0
1
2

1
85
20
1

Experiment
2
3
85
17
3

101
12
1

4

5

94
14
2

95
15
1

Dinuse
106
105
114
110
111
Dload
1.21
1.22
1.12
1.16
1.15
BW (MB/s) 1158.81 2067.78 948.45 3903.84 804.60

Table G.3: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
64 cores.
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Collisions
0
1
2
3

1
155
40
7
0

Experiment
2
3
162
36
6
1

166
36
6
0

4

5

153
41
7
0

147
47
5
0

Dinuse
202
205
208
201
199
Dload
1.27
1.25
1.23
1.27
1.29
BW (MB/s) 6799.10 1555.19 1894.95 1904.80 6919.04

Table G.4: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
128 cores.

Collisions
0
1
2
3
4
5

1

2

192
110
18
9
2
0

192
101
29
5
1
1

Experiment
3
180
92
35
7
3
0

4

5

175
99
37
7
0
0

183
102
32
6
1
0

Dinuse
331
329
317
318
324
Dload
1.55
1.56
1.62
1.61
1.58
BW (MB/s) 5403.23 9726.24 5635.64 11539.40 3329.90

Table G.5: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
256 cores.

Collisions
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
121
134
97
49
21
6
1
0
0

Experiment
2
3
135
126
88
55
22
6
1
0
0

122
134
85
56
21
6
2
0
0

4

5

116
129
94
45
20
12
1
0
1

129
133
82
54
28
2
1
1
0

Dinuse
429
433
426
418
430
Dload
2.39
2.36
2.40
2.45
2.38
BW (MB/s) 12062.68 10469.38 10234.97 9768.07 11081.99

Table G.6: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
512 cores.
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Collisions
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
32
53
97
90
82
53
34
20
9
3
2

Experiment
2
3
33
61
82
92
77
64
34
12
8
6
4

35
64
75
98
80
62
27
16
12
6
1

4

5

36
59
80
84
76
59
40
27
3
5
1

24
62
95
103
71
62
26
19
9
5
1

Dinuse
475
473
476
470
477
Dload
4.31
4.33
4.30
4.36
4.29
BW (MB/s) 8524.22 8610.75 8754.29 8536.84 8449.57

Table G.7: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
1,024 cores.

Collisions
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1
1
8
13
21
35
52
66
46
57
55
46
27
27
11
8
2
2
2
1

Experiment
2
3
2
6
5
18
39
58
66
54
65
48
38
30
22
15
6
7
1
0
0

0
4
6
18
40
50
62
66
71
52
36
25
28
14
7
1
0
0
0

4

5

1
3
8
17
33
46
55
86
79
47
54
18
9
7
8
3
1
3
2

1
2
7
24
42
57
66
64
56
41
34
28
22
22
7
0
2
4
1

Dinuse
480
480
480
480
480
Dload
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
8.53
BW (MB/s) 5794.14 5585.98 5800.88 5592.34 5708.71

Table G.8: Stripe collision statistics for PLFS backend directory running with
2,048 cores.
ad lustre
Cores
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

B/W

ad plfs
95% CI

B/W

95% CI

403.748
(390.728, 416.768)
752.962
(398.413, 1107.511)
404.714
(393.092, 416.336)
727.326
(558.951, 895.701)
857.348
(832.819, 881.877) 1776.696
(648.889, 2904.503)
1987.512
(1908.244, 2066.780) 3814.616 (1375.185, 6254.047)
4354.983
(4288.692, 4421.273) 7126.882 (4159.661, 10094.103)
8985.136
(8777.611, 9192.661) 10723.418 (9947.064, 11499.772)
13859.578 (12582.684, 15136.472) 8575.134 (8474.058, 8676.210)
16200.156 (15441.574, 16958.738) 5696.410 (5604.855, 5787.965)
16917.112 (16291.584, 17542.640) 3069.054 (3052.824, 3085.284)

Table G.9: Numeric data for Figure 6.6, showing the performance of IOR
through Lustre and PLFS.
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